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ABSTRACT' ,

This publicaticni summarizes the proceedings orthe
a Conference of Union Officials on Issues Related to LabcrAlanagement

Cooperation in Quality of Worklife (QWL) Improvement Efforts (March
w .1979) and subsequently treats issues that emerged in mcre.detefil.

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction.to OWL. A summary of the
Washington, C.C. conference appears as chapter 2. Chapters 3-5 extend'
the Areatmept of these- controversial issuesdefinition Of OWL,
objectives, structure*, uniot and management roles,' public policy
implications, scope ota w, effort, payoff, OWL,in.relation to union
crganizing,'analysis of OWL failures, relationship between OWL and
collective bargaining, and'union and,management initiatives. Chapter

- 3.presents the views 'of ten Onagement people on issues and
viewpoints expressed by trade unionists. Chapter 4 analyzes major
concerns,--definition and objectives.union attitudes, relationship
'with collective bargaining-, Conditions aNlociated with
.success/failure, and 'prognosis.for joint efforts--with reference to,
the OWL literature: Some klicy implications relating to joinf
unfor-management OWL improvement efforts are developed in chapter,5.
The needs for-national commitsent, active role of federal gpvernAlent,'
labot-management dialogue, education, and research are'addressed.
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yOREWORD

Quality of worklife (QWL) improvement efforts are emergingSas
a major are* of concern in. labor-management relations. By

reporting the viewpoints of both trade 'union officials and a select
grout of management people on questions and concerns _related to
labor-management cooperation in QWL improvement efforts, the
auttiors of this monogriplihave provided a useful examinatiofi of
a humher of complex and often controversial. issues. It is
published in the hope that it may ihfcirm and stimulate.further
union-manageRent initiatives in cooperative problem solving),
which in turn shouldpave significant potential for improving both
the quility of working life and 'productivity in Ihe United States.

Ficts and observations- as presented jn this monograph are tht
sole responsibility of file autinors. Their 'viewpoints do not
necessarily represent positions of the W.E. Upjohn Institute, for
Employment Ikesearch. .

Kalamazoo, MI
May 1980
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PREFACE

Trade unionists from 20 international 'unions convened in
Washington, D.C., on March 15-16, 1979, to address issues
related to labor4nanagement cooperiltion in quality of worklife
(QWL) improvement efforts. Also in attendance were representa-
tives from the AFL-CIO and the U.S. Department oi Labor.

Through a series of small group discussions and plenary sessions
the etmference participants endeavored:

to clarify the concept of QWL;

to formulate suitable objectives for QWL programs;

to identify 'workable organizational structures for implement;
ing and monOoring joint QWL efforts; ,

to stipulate appropriate union roles in QWL programs;

to develop public policy implications of QWL; and

to apply the principlANIeveloped in these discussions to a set
, of fictional case studies of public andirivate organizations.

The conferedce was jointlorganized by the Ruffian Interacsion
Retearch Institute (HIRI), Los Angeles, and the American Witer
foi the Quality of Work Life (ACQWL), Washington, D.C., with
thepartidipation of a union advisory committee in planning the
agenda. ie.

A giant from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation' provided
for Organizint and conducting the conference and preparing the
conference ,procetsling(Oreenberg`and Glasey479). A summary
of the Proceedingi appears as Chapter 2 of the present ceport.
(Chapter Tovides a generalintrOduction to QWL).

vii
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A number of provocative and often controversial issues
tekkerged in the conference -discussions. In' subsequent chapters of
the present report we have extended the treatment of tliese iisues
beyond the covgage that we gave them in the Proceedings. In
Ch-aPter 3, to provide added perspective to.the viewpoints of the
union conferees, we presentan analysis of the views of a small set
of management, people whom we .invited to .comment on 'ihese
issues and on the viewpoints expressed by the trade upionists. In
Chapter 4 we have undertaken to proVide more extensWe analytic

$ Commentary ovsome of the major issues and to relate the issues -to
the QWL .liteNtdre. -.In Chapter 5 ,we develop some policy
implications relating to joint union-mantgement QWL improve-
ment efforts.'

Los 4rigeles, CA
Jafiary 1980

#,
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_Paul D. preenberg
Edward M. 011iser
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INTRODUcTION

Quality of Work life-
.

N.

puring the past decade, a small but growing number of
organizations in both the private and public sectors have
undertaken systematic efforts to improve the quality of working
'life (QWL) of their emplOirees. Increasing interest in the "QWL
movement" has been evident' id various ways, such as the
emergence of neW centers created for the study and diffusion of
concepts and techniques of: worklife improvement, .and a
burgeoning literature on QWL. Particularly important is the

',growing interest on the part of American unions in exploring the
expanding QWL field, and in examining the iMplications of
cooperating with management in undertaking joint QWL
improvement efforts.

What Is QWL?

Despite the accelerating interest in QWL, there remains a good
deal of semantic confusion as to what the term really connotes. As

s noted by Walton (1979), for example:

The planned changes called "work improvements" have
appeared in workplaces in many guisesas "quality -of
worklife," "humanization of work," "work reform,"
"work restructuring," "work design," and "sociotechnical
systems." (p. 89)

1
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2 Introduction
a

While Walton Points out that these various terms,tend to
involve the same objectives andtechniques, he also acknowledges
that there is often confusion about what they really mettn:

.Observers differ about whether work improvement is a fad
or A long-tcrm traniformation in the nature cif work
organizations-Scientists differ in their theoretical explana-
tielits of why it works or whelt the conditions are right for it.
-Manag4s invariably wonder whether it has application in
their organizationsland some union officials are concerned
about its implicationi forth( unicfn as an Institution. These
concerns imply varyinik conceptions, of work innovatiqn and
hence indicate the amount of confusion that exists about
what improvement is. (p. 88)

Walton goes on to distingtosh.. three aspects of a work
improvement effort: (1) the techniques used to , effect change;,
(2) the intended results; and (3) the work culture, which mediates,
the relationship between the techniques and the outcOmes. Much
of the confusion, he contends, stems front the fact that most of the
work" improvement labels focus too narrowly on either techniques
.or results. He argues that such terms as ,"job enrichment" at,id
"job design'Nnnote technique, while "qualityvf worklife" and
!`humanization of work" connote an objective that can be
satisfied in many different ways, and furtherinore refer' only to
human gains, "which in today's business environtnent need to be
closely coupled with improved competitive performance." (p. 89)

It is 'the work culture, in Walton's view, that serves as Ate
cornerstone:

toilpi In my experience, I have found that organifations can
iMprove business results in a humane way and improve the
quality of the human experience in a businesslike manner by
identifying the work cultures that promote both improve-
ments simultaneously. Such work cultures are the links
between technique and results iti my three-level conception of
work 4mproveApents. (p. 89)

Our own view of QWL (Glaser and Greenberg, 1979) is quite
consistent with Walton's.

6
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nt roact ion 3

The essential component of any gyn. improvement
program is the existence of a real and eVer-present
opportunity for.,individttals or task groups at anylevel in the
organization to influence their working environments, i.e., to
have some say over what goes on in connection with their
work. This, in turn, requires a climate and 'structure that
differs from the traditional hierarchical organization: It calls
for an open style of management, such that information is
shared and challenges or suggestions related to improving the
existing modus operandi are gennely encouraged, It also
requires expeditious, respectful andappropriate responses to
inputs of those kinds. Finally, it requires that tIte QWL
improvements nos be imposetdirom the top down. Rather it
calls for a partnership lactween panagement people and
ripresentatives chosen 'bc nonmanagement' peopleor in
unionized sittiations a coequal . union-management struc-
turef planning, developing, and implementing the
agree u n pkteess and program.'

. . . Such a participative and resp sive style of manage-
went provides a springboard from which a large variety of
intprovements In the design: strueture and organization of
work can 'be developed, OA as institution of a cost-savings
sharing plan, division of tasks into smaller operating units, or
the creation of autonomous work groups where those
involved canto the extent feasibl% in given situationsbe
active participants or even full decilion makers in planning
how the task might best be organized and efcecuted, so long as
agreed-upon production and quality results are achieved.
Under those conditions, quality of worklife,in an organiza-
tion is open to "tailor-madc" imp vements in relation to the
state of readiness, interest, -mutual rust, creativity, feelings
about what may be gafned/lost, an ego involvement of the
various stakeholders: .

..-

Proponents of QWL improvement efforts contend (witil
considerable empirical support), that under.those conditions
(which unfortunately ale not commonly found), the QWL
changes that , evollke will be endemic to the particular

I Li



4 Introduction

situation, and will have grassroots support and commitment.
Thus, the .QWL experiment and any changes that evolve in.).

job structure and design, job layout, material flow, tools to
be used, methods and processes of- productionplant layout,
work environment, etc.will be embraced as "their own" by
those directly involved. (pp. 1-2 - 1-3)

s . .

The viewpoints of otherse.g., Bluestone (1977), Da. Vis and
Cherns (1975), .HackMan (1978), Mills (1978), O'Toole(1977),

r Schranle (1978), Kerr and Rosow (1979)also are relatively
consistent with these, although there do tend to be varying points
of emphasis. /Thus, for example, Bluestone accords primacy to the
human gdals:

Surely, then, the time has come for a sotiety anchored in
democratic principles to ensure that each. individual at his
place bf work enjoys a measure of the dignity, self-respect
and freedom which are his As a citizen. In his capacity as a

r worker he shoyld tie afforded an opportunity for self-
expreilion and parcicipation in the decisions that shalt& the ,

qualg of' his working life. (1971, p. 3)

He cOntends that QWL improvement efforts should mot be
focused on organizational effectiveness goals (such as productivity
improvement), but rather that such improvements very likely will
flow from the altered work culture. Davis and Taylor (1979) tepil
to emphasize the designing or redesigning of jobs into work roles
which are parts of workssystema. This may call for redesign of, th0:

organization and the work itself so that *the desired output is
achieved through the joint ,actions of the human being in the
system (thus, the social system), and the technological system
require4 for productive, efficient task performance. The resulting
optimuit arrangement mit" be that workers as individual
operators . or in semi-autonomous task groups, have greater
control over their work activity, and that increased control
contributes both to the achievement of their own job satisfaction
goals and the performance goals of the. organization.

,4



nt roduct ion 5

The Demaid for Improved OWL

Some of the forces that bear on the need for QWL improvement
have been carefully noted by various observers. For example,
Katzell (1979), O'Toole (1978), Rosow (1978), Work in America
Institute-4979), antl others have commented extensively on the
changing attitudes toward work, as a function' both of the
revolution in social values -and the changing composition of the
wérk force. For instance, they Point to:

declining confidence in institutions (whether government,
ihurch, business or labor);

greater _tendency to question authority;

less loyalty to work Organizations;

less willingness for workers to subordinate their
tb their jobs;

less dedication .to work;

more inclination to look for alternatives- to the large,
traditional, hierarchical organizatien,s;

personal lives

greater.iniportance aSsigned to leiSure adtivities;

less willingness to accept routine jobs;

increased expectations by employees for a greater voice in
decisions affecting their work lives.

;
Yankelovich (1979), sin ,the same vein,. concludesthat:.

A New Breed of, Americans, born out of Illi"ssocial
movement of the sixties and grown to majority proportions in
the seventies, hOlds a set of values and beliefs so markedly
different fro% the qaditional outlook that theypronise to
trinsform the charaeter of work in America. (p. 3)

.
Observing the resistance, of the American workplace t change,

as reflected, for example, in what he regards as all archaic
ikentive system that relies too heavily ori economic incentives and

. too little on quality-of-life motivations (such as challenge,
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Mb

.resvonsibility, achievement, recogniti achioitment, mean-
, ingfulness of the work itself, grow , opportiuthy tO advance,

participationtdiversity, and freedo ) Yankelovich spitinds a note
of warnink. /

A deep flaw in thT incentive system, silinified i,ty the failure
o'r the old incentives to cat ikp with /the ne,W motivations,
leads inimirablyto deterio ion in tpie wor place, threaten-
ing the'position of the U tee State,4-the orld's foremost
industrial nation. (p. 4)
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Introduction 7

arc clearly inappropriate today. We must examine the.extra
costs generated by our tradition of adversarial relationship in
the workplaceto say nothing of ars needless waste -of
human_resources and dignityand we must move to change
them. (v. 13-4)

In tile well-documented Report of a Special Task Force to the
Secretary of HEW (Work in America, 1972), the authors have a
good deal to say about the adverSe consequences of the workplace
as it is typically organizedand about strategies for constructive
change. For example:

[There are] no simple solutions to the many social
problems discussed in this report, but in locating our analysis
in the institution of wqrk, we believe we have found a point
where considerable leverage could be exerted to improve the
quality of life.

10

. Satisfaction wits work appears to be the best predictor
of longevitybetter than knqwn medical or genetic
factorsand varrous aspects of work. avcount 4ar much, if
icot most, of the factors-associated with heart disease. Dull
and demeiming work, work over which the worker has-little
or no -control, as well aS other poor features of Work also
contribute to ari assortment of mental health problems. But
we -find that work can be used to alleviate the problems it
piesently causes or correlates with higly. From the point of
view of public policy, workers and .,society are bearing

& medical co§ts that have their genesis in the workplace, and
..whiet could be avoide through preventive measures.

The redesign of jobs is thf keystone of this report. Rot (Ally
does it hold out some promise to decrease mental" and
physical health costs, increase productivity, and.inprove the
quality of life for millions of Americans at all occupational .

levels, it would give, for the first time, a voted to many
workers in an important decisionrmaking process. Citizen
participation in the arena where the individual's voice directly
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affects his immediate environment may do much to reduce
political alienation in America, (pp. xv-xviii)

Payoffs from QWL Improvement Efforts

In the aggregate" data from Bluestone (1978), Davis and Cherns
73), Davis and Taylor (1979), Glaser (1976), Glaser and

Greenberg (1979), Guest (1979), Hackman and Suttle (197I),
Katzell,et al. (1975), O'Tooli (1977), Rosow (1979), Srivastva et

, al. (19/5), Walton (1979), Work int America (1912), and others
suggest that given carefully develoPed and skillfully implemented
QWL improvement efforts based upon joint worker-management
participationin the planning and implementation stages, some
likely consequences are: (1).1abor-management conflict will be
reduced by the development of a more productive labor relations
climate and settling' of many potential grievances in more of a
problem-solving atmosphere on the shop;floor; (2) More members
of the Work force will contribute 'constructive ideas for
improvement in various aspects of the plant operation and work
situatkur (3) tension and mistrust between_ management and
workEVIvill be reduced; (4) there Will be a deeper sense.of worker
responsibility, and job satisfaction will be enhanced; (5). hutrian
resources will be better utilized; and (6) there may be
improvements in employee attitudes and behaviors, leading to
such conseguencFs as increases in plant efficiency, productivity
and product qualit*, and qcreases in job-related illness,or injury,
absenteeism and turnover.,

If ,. these kinds of cohsequenpes dp in fact' occur through
appreciably wider adoption of OWL imprdvement programming
in American industry, there may be some 'aggregate impact on
productivity (and- thus pethapi an improvemenLin our national

a social and econchnic heijIth in.ssucl areas as employment and
balance of payments). s" .

,

Potential second-order effects that often appear to derive from
participation in decisi9n making on the job include an increased
sense of ego-involvement in the work and personal responsibility
for ths quality of one's task performance, rather than a feeling of

,

"4.

20 ,

*
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1 ni oduo ion 9

indifference or alienation. Subtler, higher order effects appear to
include increased self-confidence, and echancement of the
capacity for fespectful listeninkto alternative viewpoints, with a
tendency to employ a more problem-solving, leN adversarial mode
of conflict resolution. There also appears to be some indication
that that type of behaiiioral style may carry Over to some extent in
other interpersonal relationships, such as with family and ,friends.

-t

17'
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s SUMMARY OF
cONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

COnference of Union Officials on
Issues Related to Labor-Management Cooperation

in Quality of Work life Improvsirent Efforts

Idthe. first portion of the March 1979 conference, the conferees
undertodk to clarify the concept of QWLAhe apparent consensus
was that the essence of QWL is the oppoXunity for employees at 164

all levels in an organization to have substantial influence over )
work environment by participating jn decisions related to 1heir
work, thereby enhancing their self-esteem and satisfaction from
their Work. QWL was also regarded by various conference
participants as- implying: labor-management 'cooperation; re-:
ittucturing the decision-making prstceis in an organization; job
redesign as alunction Of' increased participatibn; increasecl acCess
to information; more ,bffective problems solving; improved
physical and psychological safety and health; better job SocuritS1
more Opportunity for personal ,grmith; and increased worker
iitisfactien -by *tut of improvement in the working environ:
ment, greater retognition of the individual, added Meaning to tire
work, and poisibly 'economic benefits (through pr(lvision for
sharing of gains or cost savings) resulting trom new ways of doing .4,/
jobs developed by more motivated eMployeek

Conferees alio noted that QWL does riot mean conventional
collective bargaining, but rather goes well beyond collective
bargaining in the sense that it is open-ended and continuotis. Nor
does it mean management of the enterprise by the work force,
since some "management rssues" are excluded from consideration
under a QWL lifogram. Conferees1 who had experience in

11
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ooperating with management in QWL improvement efforts also

noted that any fears that management Will use QWL programs as a

device to try to effect speed-up, work force , reduction, and

-co-opting or busting-of unions haye _not been borne out in their

experience. The general (but not uninimous) feeling, iii fact, was

that unions had benefited from joint QWL programs, e.g., in

increased membership and improvement in the attitudes of

members toward the union.

In the next segment of the conferenceseveral major issues in
labor-management cooperation in QWL improvement efforts

addressed by separate task forces. These4ncluded "QWL
structures," "union roles," and "public

policy i lications." Appropriate general objectives for .QWL
tivs2,-."._QWL

programs, identified by one of the task forces, inclucred:

increasing job satisfaction, improying health and safety,

improving communication, )reducing the isolation of some
workers, accommodating technological change more -effective*
eliminating excessive or abusive supeivision",- tempering the

adlirsary relationship between union and management, ahd (as a

by-pfoduct) improved organIzationil effectiveness and productiv-

ity. While most of these objecalVes apply to most QWL programs,

a given organization will, tend to focus On those issues that -they,

perceive to be problems. - a

A second task force sought to identify viable organizational

structures for implementing and monitoring joint QWL efforts.

They examined alternative strategies for the composition of a
QWL labor-management eoinmittee, with particultir)reference to

vthether the labor members s%ald come from the exisOng.

negotiating committee. They nofed that this often results in libor
relations peoplesitting on the other side and tends to'preserve the

adversary mode, whereas not to da so sets tip a' competitive
relationship between the bargaining and 9WL structures. 'They

concluded Oat some formal structure is essential for an effective
Q*L.progra, that no one structure works'best universally; and

that the most effective structure is a function of the organizations
involved. They alio concluded that the structure must be carefully

- planned and not left to thence, that it must be clear that the
commitment to the structure comes froMethe top and is supeorted

I. ,.
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by adequate resources, and thatzll appropriate leivels of the union
need to be involved. v

The task force examining union roles in QWL stressed the need
for union initiatives in _the development of QWL programs. They
noted the need for unions to increase their internal coMpetence toc,
implement QWL programs, and the need for greater sharing Of
information and experience by unionists who have been ingblved
in suCh jmograms. They also observed that QWL might well be.
used to impFove the internal operations of the union, the serviCing
of the membership, and the sense of commitMent of the

Anembership. finally, they noted the immtan% of earned trust)
bitymen union and Management, and the imporilince of top level
support from both sides, if QWL prograins are to be effective.'

The task force examining public policy implications of QWL
recommended that there be -government subiidies for QWL
projectsbut with no strings attachedin light of t& potential of
the QWL movement in the ,aggregate to have impact on such
national Problems as declining productivity grdwth and rising
inflation.

-

The agenda for the second dO of the1 conference had two
principal components. In the first, the confereesagain divided into
asmall groups to analyze a Series of fictiowtlized case studies that
had been piepared by the American Center for the Quality of
Wbrk Life, and reported Their analysis back to the full conference.
The case "tudies represented a variety, of public and private
settings, each 'involving somewhat different problems. They
afforded a structured opportunity for the conferees to consider
alternative strategies for'implementing QWL programs, and to
analyze the issues thatmight be involved. The final session of the
conference was an *open forum featuring further discussion of

. issues highlighted by the ease stUdies and commentary on those
issues by conferees who ,had prior experience with QWL
programs. Major issues elicited in the case studies and open forum

4included the' following:

Scope of a QWL effort. There was coniiderable discussion of
what constitutes the appropriate scope or boundaries for a OM

S
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program. Some conferees took the position that no issues should

be barred from consideration, while ethers felt that there should

be specified exclusions, e.g., certain "management" matters (such

as inveitment decisions), or those issues covered hy. the collective
bargaining agreement. There was some cortsensus thtkOhe contract'

should not be . circumvented, at least not without 'explicit
agreement, approved by !pc internatiOhal union, to shelter or sign
off on certain provisions of the contract.

Another aspect of the scope issue concerned the distinction

betweeh two levels of participittion in the decision-making
ptocess: (1) whefe employees are asked their opinion before. a

/ decision is made, 11-d (2) where they have the opportunity to make

the decision. The point at issue was whether trade unionists should

be sa&isfied with the former,. In general, the viewpoint of conferees

was th L is an evolutionary process, and that to move from a

totally authoritarian process to one in which workers play an

advisory role represents tremendous progressland is an important
evohjtionary step toward greater autonomy in decision making.

Structure qf QWL program. Various aspects of how best to

k structure QWL. programs were debated throughout, the con-
ference. One such issue, already touched on, that emtiged several

tiines was the question of who should be. on a plant QWL

committee. One.oint of view was that the QWL committee must
consist of the members of the bargainihg committee to prevent
competition bet een the two an to insure the full involvement or
the union. It w : ted that Øther arrangements have proven

effective in some sei ingssucfh iss electing members 'from the

shopand may softe the adversary relationship that can prevail

if the same cast is involved.
.

The role and ncessary attributes of a tad partalso came in
for a good deal of discussion. Conferees were wary of abdicating

responsibility-for a QWL program to a third party, and sensitive

to the, need for third parties to be adequately steeped in, the

principles and practices of trade unionism. -'pey tended to feel

that third parties should be used primaril§ to help get aprogram
launched, perhaps with ad hoc reappearances as required to assist

in, special circumstances.

:
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Iitypff of QWL for employees. A number of conference partic-
ipants pointed out that the testimonials they were heafing from
other conferees about the benefits of QWL were generally
expressed in terms of what the prbgrams have done- to solve
company pr.oblems, such as productivity, abuse of sick leave, Lind
so forth. They wondered what the evidence is that QWL programs
benefit workers.

In response to this concern, Don Ephlin (UAW) cited the
experience of the joint GM-UAW program at the Tarrytown
plant. He noted that there was no:attempt to.use the program to
raise productivitidirectjy, and that it has not, in fact, inCreased.
The essence of the program has been increased participation in
decision making, and as a result there has been a huge drop in
grievanceswhich can be regarded as a measure of worker
satisfaction., To be sure, the company has, gained also, because the
plant now turns out a better quality car;, but that was u by-product
and not a program goal. .

Similarly, John Carmichael (Newspaper Guild of ific Twin
Cities) pointed out that their QWL proOrn Was not stiinulated by
a need to solve company problems, but rather stemmed from the
desire of guild members tor greater involvement, and in .fact was
proposed hy the union at the bargaining table ançl initially resisted
by thc management.

Conferees noted that it is much more difficnit to evaluate QWL
progranis- in terms of benefits to employees than it .is from the
company's standpoilit, since such variables a§ worker involvement
and satisfaction are much less tangible than absentteism .and
productivity..At the same time, they noted the importance of
unions being able to express the potential .payoff of QWL
programs in terms of what they can do for their members, atid
consequently the need for systmatic exaluation of prOgrams in
those terms. .

QWL as an organizing tool. The question of the utility of QWL
aS an organizing tool came in for animated -debate.,Some
cOnferees contended Mat QWL has most often been Aed (by
management) to block organizing', while others claimed that they

4.
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have founAWL to be higtkly effective in winning over workers in
organizing campaigns.

John Zalusky .(AFL-C10) pointed out that much of the heat
generatedWthis debate stemmed from a semantic problem, i.e.,
failure of the protagonists to make dear whether they were talking
about external organizing (trying to organize a nonunion shop) or
internal organizing (trying to increase the membership where there
already is representation). With regard to internal organizing, he

ed that adding QWL programs at lie- klitiative of the
a way of representing workers' ,Interests more
sively has clearly been effective id *creasing the,

I I . With reference to external organizing, hi acknowl-
, tompanies are introducing QWL programs akaway of

unions out, but argued that unions can never** use
QWL as an organizing tool since they can offer it to vicliSs: as a
right, not to hetakei away at management's whim.

Analysis qf QWL failures. There, was much discussion during
the conference 'of why some QWL programs fail; and in some
instances do so after a period of considerable initial success. Some

of th factors cited as contributing to failure included: ;
4116 a)

inadequate support (particularly in the sense of a long-range
commitment) from top level management and/or union
people;

initiation of a program without setting explicit goals,
particularly regarding how the workers should benefit;

impoSition of a Orogram from ,upperit
and union without adequate consultat
the local "giass roots" level;

'15f the company
preparation at

fear (often at the level of first-line supervisors and local-union
leadership:---but not infrequently at other levels as well) that a
QWL program will reduce their power;

unwillingness of management to relinquish any of their "pre-
rogatives," hence inadequate opportunity in the QWL

program to deal withignificant issues;

*2 7
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pm* communication between management and first-line
supervision;

inadequate training of first-line supervisors and local unlon
leadership, as 1,Ml as rank and file, in the techniques of par-
ticipative_ problem solving and related matters;

too much dependence on the third party and inadequate
pi nning for handover of projects to those who really should
oh them;
the tendency to set up a QWL effort as an experiment
(implying transience), as distinct him, a Systemic, integral
part of the operation of the. organization;

failute to pay enough attention to the processes of worker
involvement;

inadequate dissemination of the QWL concepts and
techniques from one component of an organization to the rest
of the system.

Re ationshO between QWL and Collective bargaining. One of
the mos controversial issues discussed at the conference--and one
which arose repeatedlywas the question of what onght to beithe
relationship between QWL efforts and Collectjve bargaining.

Some took the view that unless QWL is tied into collective
bargaining it is simply a matter of a paternalistic management
giving tozunrepresented workers something that management can
take away as readily as they give it. Others felt that QWL is quite
viable apart', from collective bargaining. Stephen Confer (CWA)
drew a distinction betTen the collective bargaining contract and
the collective bargaining pmceSs. He contended that QWL can
exist apart from the contract, but not apart from the process,'
which is ongoing and organic, rather than something that occurs
only once every three yeari. ,

Some conferees ,(e.g.: Dbn Ephlin) took the position that
\:collectivibargaining should be used to establish the mechanism of
QWL but not the substata, since that, in essence, gives unions the
cipportunity to "liargain" about issues that they can't deal with in
traditional collective bargaining.

28
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A number of conferees commented to the effect that they regard
QWL and collective bargaining as related blit separate, thus
providing an adversary process to bargain for contracts, handle
gri vances, etc., and a nonadversary or cooperative process to deal

ith .ther issues. In their view, it is a synthesis of the two that
resul in workers obtaining something that the! do not presently

_have.

Union)nitlatives. Several confereesincluding Peter DiCicco
(IUE), Don Ephlin, and othersstressed the need for 'unions to
take the initiative in the QWL movement. They argued that

-corporate managements are initiating QWL programs because
circumstances have changed and the old authoritarian system was
no longer working. For example, technological advances are
making jobs less challenging, while at the same time the work
force is becoming better educated and'has kreater expptiops and
demands for what they want to get .otit of 'work. AThus, they
contend it is vital for unions to become more relevant to the
problems of çhe membership, including their needs for more
challenge, recognition, and satisfaction. To do this will require
more training at all levels Within the union structure, more sharing
of experience at peer levels by people who have livect in QWL
programs, and above all much more iggrhsive efforts to take the
initiative in stimulating, planning, and implementing QWL
improvement programs because "management will do it without
us if we don't."

29
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. MANAGEMENT VIEWPOINTS

ON ISSUES RELATING
_ TO JOINT QWL

IMPAOVEMENT EFFORTS

In order to provide some additional perspective On the views
expressed by the union conferees on various issues relating to joint
QWL improvement effortka number of Management people were
invited to comment on thoe issues and on the' viewpoints
expressed by the union conferees as reflected in the suMmary of
the proceedings of the union conference. In general, the
management respondents are vice presidents or managers of
industrial relations/human resources/personnel development
(though one is an executive vice president and one a manager of
manufacturing methods and standards) and haveihad a good deal
of experience with QWL improvement efforts.* Following is a
summary of their views, organized in terms of the issues that
emerged at the union conference:

Definition of QWL

In general, the management respondents were quite comfortable
with the definition of QWL that was proposed at the coderence,
i.e., "The essence of QWL is the opportunity for employees at all
levels in an organization to have substantial influence over their
work environment by participating in aecisfons rejated to their
work, thereby enhancing their self-esteem and satisfaction from
their work." While agreeing With this definition, onetespondent

°The management respondents are identified individually in the Acknowledgements.

19
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noted that it is quite broad and therefore difficult to communicate

succinctly to the various stakeholders, and hence may be a barrier

to understanding and acceptance.

Another person also touched on the breadth of the concept of

QWL, suggestipg that not only does QWL mean different things

to different people, but that this is oiler( true .of employees in the

same organization, even those who are doing the same work. He

went on to point out that physital or external environment can

'play a role in QWL but of a relatively minor nature, and that more

critical issueS are fulfilling and rewarding work, and an
opportunity to participate in decisions impacting on ones work.

He also suggested that one of the most important elements in the

working environment, to which QWL can be responsiN4, is the

supervisory relationship, noting that good pay and benefits, an

attractive physical enviromitent, and even intereiling work, all can

be negated in an environment of inept or insenitive supervision.
His definition of QWL gave special emphasis to recognitionfor
effective performance: "TO me, QWL means an opportunity to be

involved in the decision-making process, especially those decisions

impacting on my- own welfare and ability to perform, plus
recognition in both a material and a psychological way."

Another one of the management 'group, while voicing no
objection to the definition of QWL proposed at the conference,

nevertheless noted what he regarded- as some interesting

omissicins:

I take no real issue with the conferees' definition of QWL'.

It does interest me, however, that there was no specific

reference to relieVing many of the unnecessary regimentations

of wOrk life. Words like A.trust," "respect," and "dignity"
do not aPpear and I feel they are an important part of what

QWL is all about. On the other hand, this is, of course,
implied in the conferees' definition and perhapii they did not

feel a need io enumerate these qualities. It is also interesting
that there li no mention in the definition of taking a look at

the labbr agreement itself as possibly harboring some barriers

'to genuine QWL achievement.

3 1
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The definition offered by another respondent acknowledged The
principle that an effective QWL program will have payoff fqr all
stakeholders in the organization: "The concept of QWL is.,that
individual satisfaction on the job and optimal productivity is only
achieved when the employee is involved in the decision-making
process on 'natters affecting his work, and that this process
enhances the individual's feelings of self-worth and .develops in
him a greater understanding of the.entire functional, area in which
he works and a better overall knowledge of and identification with

, the objectives of the enterprise."
or;

QWL Objectives

While the management respondents generally agreed with the
goals few QWL programs (p. that were formulated by the
conference task force on QWL objectives, they were nearly
unanimous in expressinw the view that a fundamental ingredient
was missingthe' concept of joint" goal attainment. They
contended that if QWL programs are to become a way of life and
be viable OVCP tithe, they must serve to, promote a healthy
enterprise, and that means that they must benefit all interests in
the business, including labor, management, stockholders, and
customers.

'

More .specifieally, they argued that improved organizational
effectiveness and increased productivity must not be regarded as
by-productsany more than any of the otiller_ objectives listed by.
the confereesbut rather as among the key. "up front" goals that
warrant managers spending time 'and money on QWL. (One
respondent bluntly proclaimed tbat th( union conferees ignored
the cost aspects of a QWL program, and that few managers do
anything voluntarily that will not potentially increase their profit
paltion.) Furthermore, they argued, the benefits that derive from
a QWL program should be measurablOnd in a succeSsful 'QWL
program productivity measurements provide one important source
of timely feedback to the ,group as to the effectiveness of the
program.

On the other hand, while contending( that productivity is not
only a legitimate but an essential goal of QWL programs, they also
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pointed out that it must be balanced with equal concern .for the

other program o "ectives, and that great care must be taken to

ensure that produc ity is not allowed to become the .sole

objective. As expressed by one of the respondents, it iS perfectly

appropriate for productivity to he included in QWL goals

provided: 4.

a. that the productivity increases arc not intended to be
achieved at the expense of the workers, `i.e., layoffs, loss of

overtime, stress, and pressure.

b. that the rewards of increased productivity whictrare achieved

legitimately are shared with those individuals who help bring

about the improvemeuyr

c. ,that thc true goarof improved productivity is ta make the
organization more competitive in..the external marketplace

and in turn a better and more secure place to work..

It was also emphasized that increased productivity does not

necessarily mean "43-eed-up," and that, for example, reduction in

personnel turnover, in -absenteeism, in personal injuries, and in

return of goodsand many more thingsall can bring an increase

in productivity. ,

Pinally, whereas the union conferees referred to "possible

economic, benefits" for the employees the management

respondents actually took a stronger position. There was apparent

consensus that the &tilts of increased productivity achieved

through QWL should be shared With those who helped bring it

about. Motkvei, some argued, the economic benefits are

essential=not only to the wirkers but to stockholders and

customers alikeand without such payoffs, QWL will not, be

supported over time and ultimately will fail.

While there appeared to be fundamental differences between the

union and management groups on the issue of productivity as a

legiiimate eiplicit goal of QWL, one management respondent

suggested that ths, political context in which union officials

operatt essentially precludes their advocating productivity goals,

and thus the differences on this issue .may not be as great is they

t
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appear. In fact, he suggested, ()WL provides "a way that
responsible union officials can slide into the crucial element of
productivity without committing political hari-kari."

QWL Structures

A recurrent theme during the union conference centered around
the pros and cons of utilizing the existing bargaining structure as
the framework for organizing the QWL program. While there was
not full consensus, the majority of those who commented at the
conference contended, that the plant QWL committee should
consist of the members of the bargaining ..committee in order to
prevent Competition between the two and to ensure the full
involvement of the onion.

Only one of the management people favored using the existing
structure, suggesting that this facilitates communication and tends
to build a much stronger organization. Most felt that the QWL
committee should not Lave the same membership as the
negotiating committee. One, for example, reasoned:

This role is so different from the adVersary role played by a
negciOating committee .member that I have serious reserva-
tions about ,their membership.. I.. also apply this tq their
management counterpart. My %recommendation would 4e
that after the whole organization has been exposed to the
purpose of a QWL , program, they elect their peers to
represent them. If they elect their present stewird, it would, be
acceptable (in my experience, they generally elect different
representatives), and to preyent a competitive relationship
between the QWL and bargainiug structures, I would have
the local union officers appoinied to a membership position
(president, chairman, secretary, etc.). If the management
representative oh the negotiating commhtee was looked upon
as a "perpetual bastard," I would hot have him on this
committee. The one management person who shoukd be a '-
member is the top person of the 6perating.unit, Union leaders
should understand that one of management's goals will be to
minimize the negative atmosphere of file historical adversary

.1.
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relationship and, in fact, I bilieve they would like to see it
completely disappear. This condition would hot pose a threat
to management, but labor leaders would Undoubteely fek
uncomfortable.

Rather than join the debate ori the relative merits of using the
existihg bargaining structure or creating a new framework for
-organizing a QWL program, one respondent cautioned against too
much preoccupation with structure:

I was most impressed with the outcome that there is no
simile best QWL structure and that structures must be
allowed to be a function of the organization involved. My

own view is that sometimes' overconcern with structure can
set in motion a fear and resistance to QWL before it even gets
a chance to begin.

. 1 ,am a little nervous-about the emphasis many QWL
practitioners are putting these days upon a master or central
QWL committee. As the conferees point out, the interrela-
tionship between this and the bargaining committee can be

hairy. Such a central committee is sometithes viewed with
some fear also by iupervisors and middle managers, as well
as by.stewards and einployees. I think it important we not
overlook the possibility that some QWL activities may
originate from either the company or the union and there can
be an understanding of whO will voluntarily be involved in
the implementation of that acticity. Then as subsequent
activitiee develop at the origin of kither the company, the
union or employees, that activity can involve its own volun-
taryleadership. What I am trying to suggest is that QWL can
enierge through a'series of incremehtal involvements-that are
not threatening to managers, supervisors,. union leaders,
stewards or empletto and can become a meadingful part of
'workplace relationships without the encumbrance of a formal
superstructure.

With respect to the role of a third party in a QWL Program, the
union conferees were generally quita-waryofyiving him or her too
much ,responsibility and of maintaining the thifd party-in a key
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role on an ongOing basis. Apparently this attitude was based' in'
pait on the conviction that a QWL program would be more viable
in the long ruh if there was not excessive dependence on a third
party. Undoubtedly it also stemmed from a: cqnrh---thato most
third 'parties are hired by manageMent and hence may be neither
knowledgeable about trade unionism nor nrutyal.

The manageitnrespdndents were much less concerned ab t/ excessive relian orra third party. By and large they felt that ird
party iniolvem t is valuable and serves Several impo ant

. funcijons, including bringing critically needed expertise to the
installation of QWL programs, plttying the role of ineriator and
objective neutral, and providing a safety, valve in the ongoing
activity. One commented that' third parties may well be the
essential ingredient of successful OWL programs, and often are
needed to maigtain the momentum of a program. He also noted
that they need not be "outsiders," but an be trathed
profgsionals within the organization.

- Another management respondent, while agreeing with the union
concern about excessive rieliance on the third party, nevertheless .

felt strongly that ad hoc reappearances would not suffice but
rather that the third part); Should have sustained contact with the
program in order sto help adapt it to changing circumstances:

Responsibility should not be gaicated to a third party:
however, a third party should be involved forever, with the
frequency df visits established in keeping with changing
circumstances. The problem with appearing only when
special problems arise is that it throws the outsider into an
arbitrator's role or peace-maker at best. The point that is
being missed is that QWL will ke a growing climate, that will
require guidance to help. the organization move from one
level to the next. The introduction of 'new people into the*
system by both the unidns and management must also be
monitored and nUrtured-F-One cdmpany has had a third party
assisting them since ISM: and,as I write this, he continues to,, contribute.

1
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I.

(Anion and Management Roles In QWL Efforts

Apparently this issue did not elicit tniich interest on ihe part of

the management respondents .. any rate, their comments were

arse and there was notmucl Consensus among them, except

perhaps on the principle that a s ccessful program requires strong

and enthusiastic support, encou agement, and guidance from the

top down on the part of both un on and management. Consistent

with this principle, one respondent suggested that "QWL projects

should begin ,with very serious attention on the part of

management and union leadership to the question, 'What is the

compelling reason to change from tile way we are Currently

operating?' " He contendeg that "unless there is consensui as to

the compelling reasons for $hange,9iere will, be little commitment

and motivation toward thl program, and the objectives will not be -

clear enough to focus the organization on criteria for program

evaluatton."._

1

One Aspondenf qualified the requirement for top level support
49by noting that it may b much more productive to launch a

program in the absence of i peconditions than to wait in the ho

that they may one day be ful Iled: $
%

The conferees repeate411 stress the importance of top level

support from bOth sides tor QWL programs to be effective. I

certainly agree with this. However, I know there are soiiii
circumstances4 within larger companies and I suspect also

witIin major unions that if we waited for top level support we ,

mi t waii forever. My experience indicates that qvn, can".
in best with those people within both the compaqy an4 thj

union-v)ho want to begin it. It can sometimes launen at boa
levels and eventually press both laterally And upward. Top.
level support 4 beautiful but that should not preclude other \ '

beginnings.

One respondent emphasized that QWL4mprovement requires a

very fundamental change in role by both union and ,managenient,

and that it is vital that both understand that fact and both am

0
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prepared to make the necessary change if the program is to be
meaningful:

It is clear to me that QWL cannot survive under traditional
ma gement, nor can it tinder traditional unionism. Bo
must be willing to make substantial changes. In Q
programs, there is no place for organization power, be it held
by management or the union. There can be no artificial or
political constraints, at least as it relates to the QWL
program. Unions, being political organizations, will have
difficulty in dealing with this. It presents a real dilemma flit-
them. QWL programs dictate a substantially narrower role
for them. With QWL, unions are limited to bargaining
econoinic and equity issues. QWL requir ollaboration on,

increasing the effectiveness of the organizàtio1 Only how the .

gains are distributed can bodealt with at the baigning table.
4

Public Policy Implications
,

The task force of union conferees that addressed itsflf to.
potential public policy implications of QWL reached the
apparently ambivalent conclusion that there should be federal
subsidies available to help cover start-up costs for QWL projects,
but that in order to preclude government interference there must
be no strings attached. .

The consensus among the management respondents was a much
stronger reservation about federal subsidies. In essence, they saw
no role or need for goveininent seed money. They felt that
effective Ovid programs will pay for themselves, that the parties
involved should be willing to invest in the required start-up costs,
and that spending one's own money is the ultimate measure of
'comthitment. They also felt thatAthere is substantitit benefit to the
members of an, enterprise in working together toward, common
goalssuch as improved working c011ditions, better job security,
healthy growth, and ithproved profitsand that these should be
the motixating forces behind the, initiation of QWL programs, not
some external and artificial incentive. They also expressed concern
that what might start as financial support and encouragement
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could well end up as regulation and coercion, that "federal
subsidies all too often &an federal interference, leading to

inefficiency altd even an atmosphere of too comfortable
self-indulgence."

One respondent departed from the consensus view and strongly

endorsed government subsidies for QWL projects, commenting
that "the s payoff downstream could be enormous." While his
position appears to be diametrically opposite to that of the rest of
the group, our reading was that he was looking at the issue from a

different vantage point. Th others adopted the perspective of a
company and union that w re conaWring launching a QWL
program, and conqluded th4i a federal subsidy was inadvisable.

His comments, on the other and, appeared to imply a national

perspective. In short, he apparently felt that, a meaningful and
well-publicized program of federal incentives might well induce

many organizations to undertake QWL efforts who otherwise

would not do so, and that the aggregate' sociill and economic
impact that might result could potentially be great.

Scope of a QWL Effort

In general, there was a fair amount of agreeMenl between the
union-conferees and the management respondents on the question

of what constitutes the appropriate scope or boundaries for a
QWL program.

While some union conferees argued th'at no issues should be
barrefl from consideration, most felt that there should be specified

exclOions, e.g., certain "management" Matters (iuchi as
inve4tment decisions), or thOse issues covered by the collective
bargaining agreement. The union conferees also_ agreed that the

contract shoulq not be circumvented, at least not without explicit

and formal Agreement to do so. 0

Similarly, the management respondents typically felt that
certain management decisions generally are tioVIPpropriate for
consideration under QWL programs. Cited as examples of .
probable exclusions wire_ long-range plans, major capital
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compensation omotionil and new product development,

One respondent drew a distinctiombetween decisions relatin to
what organizational goals to adopt (regarding products, seri, ces,
quality, costs, etc.) and decisions concerned with how those goals
are to be.athieved. lie contended that the former kinds of issues
should not be within the scope of a QWL program since they are
basically determined by the marketplace and are coMpletely
outside the control of the program participants, whereas the latter
kinds of issues are quite appropriate for QWL programs. Another
respondent pointed out that it is reasonable to expect that after
several years of successful cooperation, minagement would be
comfortable enough to remove some items from the list of

..exclusions.

By the same token, It was generally felt that matters covered in
the collective bargaining agreenient should constitute exclusions
from QWL, though here too it as pointed out that after a period
of time it might be expected that,a provision would be written into
the agreement that would permit changes in the contrad in
specified arvs. , .

Given..the natike of the relationship that is expected to prevail
under the. QWL concept, one ,tof the respondents was
uncomforiable with the idea of exclusions:

I feel,a-W L effort sbeuld not start -out by limiting or
excluding any bit ues, in conjuncticih with an understanding
that almost everything that 'transpires is with voluntary and
mikual concurrence. From My experience it is entirely appro-
priate not to _alter or trespass the labor agreement at the

aku. outset. 'After a while, however, when the trust and
cooperatión levels escalate, the labor agreement should not
remain sacred and untouchable. The labor agreeMent itself
often codiRes'considerable suspicion, mistrust and indiinity.
As tfie relationship between management, the union and all
the people in the workplace becomes more trusting and
invOlving, thergeNfkation of the relationship, namely the
labor agreement, should become commensurate with that
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relationship. This obviously can not be without
between union, management and.the represented gm .

With respect to the djstinction drawn at the conference
an advisory role and a decision-making role for employees under
QWL, one management respondent cautioned that participative
management does not mean democratic management. He
commented Oat management must continue to manage, and that
the fundamental characteristic of true participative management is
that employees are offered a structured opRortunity to influence,
not make, management decisions.

On the lame issue, another respondent expressed strong
agregMent with the vieWpoint of the union conferees that
participation in decision making is itself an evolutionary process:

That certainly has been my experience.. In. faci, I findipat
in the early stages, most local union leaders are much nitre
comfortable With a consulting or advisory role. This is
usually most comfortable also for superVisors and employees.
The evolution of decision participation to having people in
some circumstances make more of their own decisions does,'
in fact, take-place. Thit is also.true by "issues.." Some subject
areas lend themselves to the advisory process and others lend
themselves to self-direction. In my view both are extremely
viable for improving wiarkplace relationships.

Payoff of QWL
ts

A number of 'the management responden t undertoOk to
enumerate the potential payoffs of QWL.Programs to workers,
management, and unions.. Their respective views are largely
subsumed by the following summary offered by one of the
respondents:

a. for the workers . . financial rewards, satisfaction and ful-
fillment frOM their work, better understanding and te1ation7
ships with supervision, a reduction in stress and more job
security with less risk of unnecessary work stoppages and
even greater promotional opportunities as the result of
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expansion brought on by the company's suonger competitive
position.

b. for management . . , a stronger position in competitive
markets, choppier more productive work Iforce, the satisfac-
tion which comes from being a successfill innovator and
leader and in general being a winner in the world's toughest
"game," business.

c. for the unions . . . achieving in the highesttpossible way the
true objectives of the founding fathers of the labor
moCfement, i.e., a beer deal for the working man, tconom-
ically and in their w rking conditions. In. other words, the
payoff for unions is a opportunity to lead their constituents
to the "promised lan " and at the -same time collect more
'dues from members wh are earning more dollars.

Another respondent expandeiIV both the direct and indirect
benefits of QWL for employees, as well as the potential payoff to
the organization:

To me the ultimate payoff fbr employees is the opportunity
for worklife to become fulfilling of social individual needs.
Rather than a drudgery, for worklife to become an oppor-
tunity for trust and personal respect and involvement in a
wide spectrum of workplace activities is the ultimate
ob)ective of QWL. BY-products of this are off the achieve-
ment of better physical and mental health an lmost always
the inner desire to make a greater personal contribution to an
organization that cares.

I appreciate and-Concur with Ephlin's comment on Tarry-
town. Worklife fulfillment is not an insignificant payoff and
almost always leads to a reduction in what I call "counter-
productivity." Counterproductivity to me is all the things a
person can do to bring as little of himself or herself to the
workplace (if he or she bothers to come at all), I must admit,
of course, that many managers are looking for hard measures
of organizational improvement. This is nrft unreasonable.
But to me, QWL is a blend of this expectation with other
hpman values.

4 2
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QWI in Relation to Union Organizing

In-brief, the management respondents generally felt that to date
QWL has not been a big factor in union organizing either by
companies or by unionS. One respondent amplified this view with

several additional observations:

I'm sure it's true that QWL has been used as a deterrent to
being organized, but when this is done for that reason alone,
it is pretty certain to backfire and could, in fact, betome an
asset to an organizing attempt. When initiated by a union, it
is predictable that it would incr semembership where the
union already exis . ns obviously could one day

insure that QWL be a right-and it should be. I would only
hope that management would recogpize the human resources
that exist in their -organizations and establish QWL as a right
before they are made to do so. (Unions are with us today
because of a vacuum created by management. I wonder how

many managers see the present vacuum?) If management
does not meet those needs, then I believe the unions will, and
they should. ,

In a somewhat similar vein, another 'respondent comMented on

the great potential of QWL for strengthening unions:

In a union-free environment, sincere QWL involvement
does reduce the likelihood of the need for unionization in the
minds of many employees. In apam environment I feel that
sincere QWL achievemckt tremendously enriches and
fortifies the role of the union. Once there is QWL achieve-
ment in the union environment it is probably much less
susceptible to slippage or reverting back to old styles. I also
think companies that use token QWL as a device to remain
union free are deceiving themselves. I guess I idealistically
feel thot greater worklife fulfillment and invOlvement are
high objectives and if unions tan help this athievement then.
they are Making a -significant contribution everywhere. I
think the fact that in my own company we havellown a union
committee froin one facility to visit a union-free facility is

43 .
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an example of how QWL achievement can change "mind
sets."

Analysts of QWL Failures

The managemtnt respondents generally felt that the unibn
conferees had done an excellent job of identifying the causes of
QWL failures. One, in fact, suggested that the list a factors cited
by the conferees would make a terrific checkligt for an
organization starting a QWL program.

A nulber of respondents proposed additions or amplifications
to the list, or singled out what they regarded as,the key issue(s) in
determining the success or failure of joint QWL programs. Several
examples follow:

I agree with the conferees' observations. It is interesting to
me that the conferees recognize that setting up QWL as an
"experiment" or as a "project" can lead to failure. I think
too formal a structure is what often gives QWL this "experi-
ment"Wor "project" identification. I would say, in my
company, our worst failure related to giving a QWL effort far
too much of an initial limelight. The existence of a formal
committee and the administering of a questionnaire,
essentially about what people did not like, gave rise to the
elevation of an employee expectation level far above what
anyone in that organization (managers, union, supervisors)
could possibly provide. The other major source of failure in
my experience has been QWL by mandate. Somehow we must
develop a /ay for managers, union and employees to volun-
tarily become involved p QWL experiences.

It would seem to me that the key issue is the credibility of
management. Unless the company has a long tracNeccord of
high credibility in its discussions and deliberations in
employee relations matters, the program of QWL is doomed
from the start. What positive and constructive reason would
either employees or union representatives have for entering
into a program with management if they were not convinced

4 4
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of management's willingness to listen and consider their
points of view?

I think the biggest cause of failure of QWL programs is the

reluctance of both einployOs and management to tear down

the barriers to cooperation. This means doing dway with
status symbols, such as reserved parking, incentives that apply

only to management, and restrictive work rules. All members

of the organization must develop a mutual trust based on the

concept that each individual is basically honest .and wants to

do a good job. These. concepts are self,policing and peer
pressure will weed out the individuals Who might mess-up
"our companyk:.' and destroy this trust. The biggest probleth
will always be, who will be the first to tear out a section of

their own barrier.

Tbe QWL failures listed by the tInion colittrees are real;

however, the list is not complete wiegout adding "unwilling-
ness of unions to relinquish any of their prerogatives . . . ,"
for this is just as likely to happen due to the frequent changes

in union leadership.

Reasons for QWL failures basically are the following:

a. Poor plan installation, failure to use someone with real

expertise. ,

b. Failure to continually educate and train management,
supervisors and employees, thus *ming a deterioration
in understanding of the goals and objectives and work-
ings simply because of turnover and attrition.

c.. Lack of understanding of how the concept works on the

part of the employees, i.e., faulty communications.

d. Where a bonus is paid, failure to adjust the formula for
major capital expenditures or other exceptional cost
factors; and rapid changes in prpduct mix where a
formula that adjusts accordingly cannot -be developed.

Failures of QWL programs generally result from: (a) little
attention to the compelling reasons for the program in the

CI(
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first place, (b) lack of top rnanagemelt and/or union leader-
ship commitment and competence to manage under a new,
dramatically different style, (c) hidden motives (e.g.,
paternalism, union avoidance), (d) inconsistencies between
what manageMent says (e.g., Theory Y) and what manage-
ment ,does (e.g., Theory X), (e) inadequate support from
third parties, training resources, productivity measurement
.iesources, etc., (f) inequity, i.e., asking peoble to be more
involved in the business without their receiving any return on
that investment.

1".

Finally, one of the respondents commented that it is regrettable
that there is such a long list, of' reasons for failure of QWL
.projects, and suggested that What the QWL movement needs more
than anything else i more success modelsprograms that have
lasted three or four years, i.e., beyond the initial burst of
enthlpiasm. He also suggested that most of the reasons for failure
can probably be summed up by one or more of the following:

(1) underestimating the task in terms of time, resources or
expertise; (2) the problem of sustaining any "program" after
the newness wears off and the cream has been skimmed; (3) in-
volving workers in dtcision making is basically contility to the
American industrial culture.

,
Relationship Between QWL and Collective B4argaining

ss0

On the issue of the appropriate relationship between QWband
collective bargaining, the union cortferees held a spectrum of

*.s viewpoints, ranging from the position that Qin must be an
integral part of collective bargaining, to the view that it is qtiite
viable as a separate process.

There was a much more clear-cut consensus among most of the
management responden s, to wit, that there should be no
relationship between QW and collective bargaining. This attitude
appeared to be' based on he contention that incorporation of
QWL into collecti4e bargaining would ensure that the adversary

16
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relationship carried over into the QWL program and would vitiate
the program before it got started.

In the view of one respondent, management initially would
resist tying in QWL with the contract, but eventually this would
occur and be acceptable to both sides or the QWL program would
atrophy.

For the most part, the management people felt that QWL and
collective bargaininwtre compatible as separate processes. One

respondent s sanguine:

I ha e serious reservations relative to. the compatibility of

(c
traditi nal trade unionism and QWL concepts. Unionism is

based u n collective.precepts, where the gains for the union
are more important than for any one of its members. QWL

concepts, however, are centered on the individual.

Finally, one respondent expressed a view rather different from
the others. It Was his contention that while QWL and collective
bargaining are cothpatible, they can by no means exist as separate
and distinct proasses, but rather that in a niqningful program
they ineyitably must have a profound impact on ch other:

I think the distinction that Stephen Confer mak?ttween
the bargaining contract and the bargaining process is
valuable. I. think the notion that cooperative relationships .,

can be held divorced from adversarial r/latiOnshiN is a myth.
Eventually they must touch. Even in a mature bargaining
relationship, unions and managements are learning only how

to handle conflict with grace. In QWL efforts, unions and
managements are learning how to handle, cooperation
without fear; These cannOt remain eternally separate. In my
company we try first to establish successful ways we can
interrelate with our union and our employees in nOncOnflict

situations. This is now successfully influencing the way we
look at conflict. As a "process" they become more'
congruent. Wyere reaching a .point now, hoWever, where
some aspects of the labor contract are becoming ti barrier.
Interestingly, these are mostly provisions originally designea

to protect the company against abuse. Unfoitunately, this
. f I

4 7
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tends to make us an "abuse oriented" society. In one
situation that I am not free to report in detail (without con-
currence of all the other people involved) we have "provi-
sionally" set aside those aspects of the noneconomic pro-
visions of the labor agreement that reflect mistrust and abuse.
The details of this particular experience are perhaps unim-
portant other than to point out that, to me at least,
someitere in time in a sincere QWL effort, some precepts
and language of the labor agreement must come under critical
scrutiny.

Union and Management Initiatives

Several of the union enferees stressed that unions myst become
more relevant to the needs of the membership, and noted that,
among other things, this implies taking the initiative in developing
joint QWL improvement programs.

By and arge the management respondents endorsed this
position ent usiastically. Not only did they concur that the long
term survival of unions may be determined by whether they take
an active role in the QWL movement, but some felt that a QWL
program would probably be more successful if thcil>itiative came
from the union. One respondent even reported that, although it
was his idea to *tall a QWL program, he arranged for it to
appear that the impetus had come from the uniiin`leadership, on
the premise that this .would give the concept- more support and
credibility from the rank and file who were critical to its success.

While suggesting that where the initiative might best come from
is a functipn of the particular circumstances, another respondent
expressed excitement over the union views on this issue:

11.

I was really excited to see that some of the conferees feel
that a thrust for QWL in a nonbargaining context could, and
sometimes should, emanate from the union. In my view the
thrust for QWL can be by management initiative (most
common), by joint effort (next most common) and by union
initiative (least common). I think all three are potentially

'4 8
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viable in different circumstances and can lead to cooperative
and genuine achievement.

. . . It is fascinating for me to read that many of the con-
. ferees feel that unions must look inside themselves for
adopt* and enriching the QWL experience. That, of course,
is exaetly what management must also do for itself. To me
that is what QWL is all about. It is a critical reexamination
by the existing . institutions within the workplaceof the

otifflinternal objectives the objectives of their relationships.
Wherever the tru might arise, in a free and volunttry work-
life society a significant change in style by either management
or union will eventually lead to a significant change aie7 the
dynamics of that workplace for everyone.

General Comments

Sflverl of the' management respondents volunteered an overall
reaction to the union deliberations. The thrust of these comments
was that they were extremely impres th the outcomes of the
conference, that many points lere brought out that they
themielves had not previously coisidered, that some very keen
insights emerged, and that they are more encouraged that QWL
improvement efforts may become a way of life.

4 9



4
ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND

). VIEWPOINTS REGARDING JOINT
QWL IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

This hapter represents an effort to identify some major is es
regardi g union-manajement cooperation in QWL improveme t
efforts, to analyze those issues with particular reference to t
viewpolpts expressed by the conference participants, and to relate
the issues/viewpoints to selecteil retrences from the QWL
literature.

What is QWL and What Are the Legitimate
Objectives of a QWL Improvement Effort?

The varied perspectives of the conference participants (perhaps'
compounded by the ambiguity of the term "quality of worklife")
were reflected in a number of comments' throughout the
conference. This was particularly well illustrated in the views that
were expressed with regard to similarities and/or differences
between QWL and traditional labor relations. These views ranged
from the conviction that QWL improvement efforts "go well
beyond anything that is traditionally and normality accomplished
through the collective bargaining process," to the contention that
QWL is simply s"More opportunity for workers to participate in
decisions, which is traditional trade unionism."

Other comments suggested very limited understanding of the
concept of QWL on the part of some of the participants, such as
the view that the collective bargaining process serves to provide
solutions to grievances, whereas the QWL process resolves gripes.

39
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Much more significant, however, Was the view of the concept
and purpose of QWL programs as a potential weapon in the
context of the adversary relationship with managementin effect,

confrontation by additional means. This perception appeared to-
be widely shared and to be implicit if not explicit in the discussion
of many_of the issues that emerged at the conference. A few

illustrations may serve to make this clear.

In addressinekthe relationship between QWL and collectiq
bargahOlig, a number of the union conferees essentially took the

th wor s" without. risk by maintaining' the bargaining
ition QWL affords the opportunity to have the "best of

agreement as inviolable and using QWL.as a means for eroding
management prerogatives by open-ended "bargaining" on a
multitude of other matters. One conferee, for example, sug:gested

that on an issue where the union is satisfied with what is in the
contract _it woUlp keep that issue oitt of QWL, bto where the
lahguage is wear in the contract it would be willing/to introduce
the issue into the QWL proFess. "The basic principle, in other

\) words, is that if we can't get something into the contract, we're
willing to take angther approach to try to get it, and QWL would

ize one of those approaches."

Another illustration' of the adversary,flavor wai the emphatiC
rejection of increased productivity as dlegitimate explicit goal of a

QWL program, coupled (somewhat incongruously) with the
insistence that the fruits of such increased, productivity or cost
savings traceable to,thOWL effort be shared. This flavor was
again reflected Mit& deliberations of one of the conference task
forces in considering the possible need for third party assistance in

initiating a QWL program. Rather than trust a "neutral" third
party, this segment of the conference participants felt it safer.for
each "side" to have its "own" consultants. Similarly, this grouR

advocated separate, parallel union and management training
programs in preparation for a QWL effort, as contrasted with

program at the Tarrytown plant of GM, for example, whe1 the
same training program, developed by GM management staff with

consultative input m the union, is made available to all
personnel.

)11
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As a final illustration of the conferees' view of QWI, as a
program that must be risk-free, we might cite their emphasis on a
variety of safeguards, e.g., no layoffs, demotionswage
reductions OP speed-ups, and the option to cancel.the program at
any time.

While none of these components of the union "platform" are
necessarily inappropriate, in the aggregate they tend to suggest a
highly one-sided view of the rationale for undertaking QWL
efforts. This perception is undoubtedly born, of a pervasive
wariness of managements', motives, and in turn presumably
reflects the trade unionists' view of history. In any event, it seems
to convey a posture which tiny not provide an adequate
foundation any deeply based cooperation with management
unless thertgreater evidence of significant potent' I payoffs for
ail Partiesunions, workers, management, and ckholders.

In addition to the pragmatic consideration that few manage-
ents will "buy in" to a relationship .that does not appear to
provide for all the stakeholders to benefit in some ways, there is
also some evidence that QWL programs with "bilateral"
objectives are more successful. Walton (1979), for example,
concludes:

In the successful innovations, managers be
economic mid human values count. . . . A c
dual outcomes is congruent with the values in
by knowledgeable people, but also it has pro
most practical appro r.111
toward either end. Cénsider the poin eg
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ale can be enhanced in any number of ways..lather, a
mmitment to dual objectives sets in motion a search for the

limited set of changes that will promote both human and
economic ends. (pp. 94-95)

Perhaps the real grounds for optimism lie in Walton's

parenthetical note:

Many union officials believe it unwise to-be publicly com-
mitted to productiviti as well as to quality of worklife goals
lest /the former be identified with speed-ups and other
activities that achieve productivity at the workers' expense.
Nevertheless, union officials often implicitly çknwledge the
legitimacy of,improveil business results. (p. )

Union Attitudes Toviard Joint
QWL Improvement Efforts

In the-previous section, in comi4nting on the conferees'.views
of the concept and purpose of QWL, -we have noted the seeming
wariness of many of - them regarding undertaking joint
union-manageineht QWL improvement efforts on a trulyAutual,
cooperative basis. In general,,however, it was our impresM -that

-7 moss of the conferees were, in fact, willing to consider joint QWL

- programs, that a number of them had extensive experience in such

programs, and that the enthusiasm of the individual conferees
tended to vary quite directly with the amount of their previous
exposure to QWL.

This observation is certainly consistent with our findings in a
recent study in which 17 international union officials:were
interviewed individually with regard to iheir attitudes concerning

cooperative union-management QWL improvement efforts
(Glaser and Gre4nberg, 1979). '

The intervieelicited a broad spectrum of attitudar toward
labor-management cimperation in QWL improvement efforts. On
the one hand, it was clear that some union officials, are skeptical of
the QWL movement, fpr such reasons as the following (either
cited by interviewees, as their own opinion or attributed to others):
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a general distrust of management, and specifically the fear
that QWL is a management subteffuge designed not only to
exploit wen-kers by extracting more wok from them without -

sharing the benefits but also 'to weaken union powers erbde
member loyalty, and thwart union organizing efforts by
opening up direct lines of worker-management commuk!ica-c
(ion;

the contentiOn that workers really are not interested in quality
of worlilife improvements, preferring' economic gains and
shorter-hours as the best way of making palatable the work-
place that many perceive as an unfriendly envir

the view .that there is some degree of ideolo (cal incompat-
ibility between joint QWL efforts Sand collec ye bargaining
since one implies close cooperation betwee union and
management while the other is based on an dversary
relationship;

their relative unfamiliarity with, and consequent fel( of,
OP

9,

QWL concepts; .

their suspicion that third party ficilitators of QWL start-up
effotts are in management'S camp.

Some respondents, in fact, rejected the idea of QWL
improvemeni programs almost categorically, stating:

Our contracts tali:sat-eV this tniioti's concern with QWL--
we don't need special ptograms.

In a time Of job insecurity such as this, jo6 satisfactio'n isnot a
primary concern.

Compensation is most important (particularly to lbw income
workers) . . . QWL Is secondary.

Such things as autonomous work units and flextime aren't-
practical in our industry.

There are -those who would like to destroy the free collective
blyttining system under the guise of QWL improvement
prbeams.

<4
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On the other hand, most of the intervwees ciited a,
reason* for union cooperation in QWL efforts. IFor ax

There is a need to bring democratic val\i! nto the

Unions are for 'anything that will impro e the quality of their

members' worklives, e.g., making work more meaningful and

enjoyable. 4.

The long-run trend in collective bargaining is toward coopera-

tion, particularly since handling everything through an
adversary process is very expensive.

Cooperating in QWL efforts is in the interest of unions, since
,.

the union role is enhanced, as is memlier loyalty, and it can be

an effective organizing tool. Conversely, QWL programs can
weaken unions that don't take an active part in them.

The changing profile .of the work force (e.g., more younger

and better educated Workers) is resulting in more pressure for

improved worklife.

In general, the interviews revealed that those labor union
,.

official whO had had considerable exposure to QWL improve-

me efforts were much, mote likely to be poshively dis d

to ard union-manage ent cooperation in such progra,i6s than

were those without s ch experience. This split tend4d to be
manifest in their viewpôiits regarding many specific is ues. For

example, the experienced group viewed Joint labor-ma agement
committees as a natural extension of the-iinion role and a practical

tool for implementing QWL, while the group, with 'little or no

;.) a .

tended to be keptical about such committees, and to

r rd them lirgely as "window dressing." Similarly, the less
experienced group tended to see QWL as a new device for

"speed-up," and tO, be wary of managenient's intentions, whereas

the more experienced group generally perceived QWL in terms of

increased employee participktion and autonomy, yielding a more

humanistic and satisfying Qlrkplace, and consequently a more
effective organization as well as an enhanced union role.

The group with considerable experience in cooperating with

management in QWL improvement efforts was favorably
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disposed toward 'expanding such relationships under certain
"safeguard'4 conditions (discussed below). Those with little or no
expeilence tended to dwell on the traditional adversary
relationship with management and to be wary of perceived
dangers in such cooperation. Nevertheless, all 17 interviewees
expressed interest in further discussion of the subject with the
union brothers and sisters who report worthwhile results based
upon acttial long term experience. Tkie March 15-16, 1979
conference in Washington was held in response both to that
expressed desire and to similar interest expressed by the Labor
Leadership Group formed by the American Center for the Quality
of Work Life.

Relationship Between OM'
and Collective Bargaining

As noted in the conference summary, the relationshili of QWL
to collective bargaining vati,a highly controversial issue and one
that yielded a spectrum of viewpoints, ranging from the notion
that QWL only makes sense as an integral component of collective
bargaining, to the view that it is quite viable as a separate process,
with structures, relationships, and dynamics that we distinct and
different from those of collective bargaining, so long as there are
safeguards for maintaining the integrity of the local and national
Contracts between union and management.

We have already commented at some length on the fact that
union leaders and representatives at all levels tend to regard QWL
proposals and programs with, considerable cauVon or even
suspicion. In addition to the discussion above, see, for example,
Winpisinger (1978). Regardless of whether these attitudes are
objectively well founded or "correct," they are undoubtedly
deeply rooted in the historical development and experience of the
American labor movement and are to some degree exacerbated by
the,political,.soCial and economic context of contemporary U.S.A.
It would see..tn useful to pause here for at least a cursory
examination:of that backdrop.
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Historically, the American labor movement emerged in a

relativelyjnhospitable environment. A large class of frecholding
farmers, a large class of small businessmen and self-employed

persons, a burgeoning big business sector later in the 19th and 20th

centuries, and a growing class of professional and 'white-collar

workersthese dominant elements in the Arnericanisociety held to
values and views which at best tolerated the emerging labor
organizations and more typically were openly and actively hostile,

especially when organized labor efforts appeared to be effective.
Perhaps even more significant, the American wage earner was
typically lacking in any class consciousness which would serve (as

in European industrial nations) as a social cement to facilitate
organization and collective action by employees as such.

Over a long, difficult, and rather unsuccessful struggle of more

than a century (say from the 1820s to the 1920s), the surviving

labor leaders learned how difficult it was to organize workers, and

once organized, to keep them organized. Samuel Gompers clearly

articulated this issue in his great debate with the socialists and
various other types of reformers during the 1880s and on up until

his death in 1924. In brief, the primary problem was to organize

and to survive as an orgdnization.

Throughout that century, the labor movement experimented
with a plethora of philosophies, programs and organizational

variations, typically advance&-and advocated by sincere, well
intentioned and usually zealous reformers with a vision of a betifiLl

society. Over the decades, there were the free land.movement, air
cheap credit movement, the radical socialist movement, the

Knights of Labor "uplift" unionism including farmers and small

businessmen as members, producer cooperatives; and in the 1920s

and 30s, labor-management cooperation. But after each of these

bright hopes faded away, the institution that demonstrated
survival capacity was the trade union based primarily upon the

process of collective bargaining with employers whereby the union

developed some degree of participation in the ,le %II a

administration of the miss of the workplacewhat :

called "job control," and what Sumner Slichter was la

"a system of ind trial jurisprudence.".
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The point here is simply that the labor movement in the United
States is in fact the trade union movement; and the very heart of
the trade union movgment is the process of collective bargaining,
reflected in a bargaining agreement between the parties. This is the
process and the method by which the union visibly and measurably
serves and protects its members and therebY insures its own
survival. Employee interest in union membership in the 0.S. is
highly correlated with perceived tangible benefits flowing from
that membership, which means that the union must regulady
deliver in order to survive. Therefore, it is our intuition and
judgment that most union leaders or those aspiring to be leaders
will test any new idea or program by the criterion of how it will
affect the union's strength and performance in batgaining with
employers.

It is precisely here, we suspect, that the QWL concept
encounters or raises doubts in the minds of many union leaders.
Their question is: "How does it relate to, and how will it affect in
the long run, the strength, security and effectiveness of the union
in performing its primary function,collective bargaining (in the
broad sense of that term)."

The answer is by no means clear. It seems quite possible that in
some situations there may well be some intrinsic conflicts
involved; if so, these possibilities need to be identified in any
particular case and somehow resolved if union support is to be
sustained (or created in the first place). The convinced and sincere
advocates of QWL should be mindful that reformers proposing a
better way have beseethed and sometimes beguiled the trade union"
movement for 150 years. Through this experience they-have grown
wait:), of any proposal, no matter how public-spirited its advocates,
that might threaten or weaken the foundation on which the union
restsand not all that securely in the inner thoughts and
perceptions of many union leaders!

This leads to a consideration of the contemporary social,
political and economic context of the country which quite
understandably tends to exacerbate the insecurlips,and fears of
thoughtful union leaders.
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It seems fair and accurate to say that, the American labor
movement currently is, and feels itself to be, IA a defensive stance.
Each year and each decade, union membership constitutes a
smaller percentage of the total employees in the labor force. The
substantial current growth of the labor force is occurring in the
occupations, industries and regions where unionization has
historically been least successful. Government agencies constitute
the major exception to this proposition; and even here, the crest
seems to have passed. UniOns are -winning scarcely half of the
National Labor Relations Board representation elections.

Many historic bastions of union strength (coal and steel for
example) have seen drastic declines in employment and/or union
membership. Nor do unions appear to be enjoying high public
esteem, at least as reflected in public opinion polls, although it
should perhaps be noted that they do at least ,fis well here as do the
oil companies and the U.S. dongresi. Furthermore, the current
conventional wisdom appears to be that the political clout of
organized labor has been gros y overestimated. Opposed and
hostile "right wing" political act on groups have been proliferat-
ing'. In any event, the AFL-CIO as surprisingly unsuccessful in
achieving some of its primary political objectives (e.g., the1/4

so-called Labor Reform Bill, which was designed to enhance the,

unions' ability to counter employers' resistance to unioft
organizing efforts) under the current lidministcatioh despite the
preponderance of Democratic party members in both houses of
Congress and a Democratic president;

In sum, given the historic experience, character and ideology (or
lack of ideology) of the American labor movement, and the
current context in which the industrial relations process occurs, it
does not seem at all strange or surprising that union leaders are at
least very cautious about embarking on any kind of institutional
experiment which might have adverse effects on union strehgth
and security.

Theriare some, in fact, who believe that QWL, considered as a
movement, is incompatible with collective bargaining as it

presently exists in this country. That isnot, however, a view that is
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consistent with the experience of most union people who have
undertaken serious, thoughtful and carefully planned joint QWL
efforts. This experience is well summarized by Bluestone (1978):

In recent years, an increasing number of employers have*recognized
the need for developing new ideas in structuring

work and in relating to the workers. They, have been experi-
menting with various forms of quality of worklife programs.
In my view, it- is vitally important that the union not stand
aloof from these developments, but rather assert leadership
as coequals with management in developing and implement-
ing quality of worklife programs. For herein lies a meaning-

-. ful opportunity to movifin additional important step toward
democratizing the workplace. It would be a serious blunder if
the union movement failed to seize this opportunity. More-
over, improving the quality of worklife in the sense I have
described iS essentially an extension of the basic goals of
unionism: achieving that measure of freedom for workers
ordinarily denied them in managing their jobs.

4
Quality of worklife programs which arc directed toward

the human development of the workers, elevating human
dignity, and self-fulfillment require mutual, cooperative
effort pn the part of management and the union. That is why
the first stage in the developpent of such programs should be
devoted.to creating a-solid climate of mutual respect.between
the parties. It is important to understand tat hard-line
coll ctive bargaining between the negotiating parties con-,
tin es even while the quality of worklife program is in effect.

perience indicates that normarcollective bargaining and
the introduction of quality of worklife programs can exist
and sceed side by side. (p. 23)

Conditions Associated with Success/Failure
of QWL Improvement Efforts

Considerable attention was devoted at the conference to
analyzing QWL failures, both individually and generically,
resulting in a very respectable list (included in the conference

.6()
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summary) of factors perceived as contributing to failure. No
explicit effort was made to analyze effective and viable QWL

programs to identify the conditions associated with their success,
although presumably the implication was that the "flip side" of
many of the factors on the failure list would comprise a blueprint

for success.

Efforts to identify the attributes of successful and unsuccessful
QWL proirams, as well as factors related to the spread of
programs, have been made by many students of QWL, e.g.,
Glaser (1978), Rosow (1979), Walton (1975, 1979), and others.

Glaser (1978) suggests the following common
failure:

e-
Lack of sufficieq mutual trust between manag
labor at the give4Isite, which needs to be achiev
improvement efforts are to be sustained.

reasons for

ment and ,
if QWL

Loss of support from levels of manageinent above the
experimental unitor failure to assure needed support in

the first place.

Premature turnover of project lenders.

DisenchantMent by managers in.the company and/or union
with what they perceive as dilution of their authority,
control, or power.

Threatened obsolescence of people's established roles,
skills, or patterns of functioning.

Arrangements that lead to higher pay for only a circum-
scribed segment of the work force that happens to be
involved in the experiment.

A unilateral management decision to institute a QWL im-
provement effort without adequate input during the
planning stage from the ppople who would be affected by
the changesthus, lack of a grasiroots constituency.

Insufficient training of supervisors and union stiwards in
the philosophy and effective practice of participation in
joint problem. solving. (p. 9)
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(Maser also identifies a set of elements that generally are
involved in successful long term outcomes:

Achieving commitment from management to an open,
nondefensive style of operation which includes sincerely
inviting employees to speak up, via appropriate communi-
cation structures, regarding problems or opportunities. A
related element is provision of a practicable means for

- having members of the Work force participate in the refine-
ment and implementation of promising suggestions if they
would like to do.so.

4
Trying (insofar as possible in the given situation) to make
the job itself more challenging by structuring it so that an
individual (or small work team) can "self-manage" and
feel responsible for a significant, klktifi3fife output.

Affording opportunities for individual employees to
advance in organizational or career ternis.

Training of supervisors to equip them to function
effectively in a less directive, more collaborative style.

Breaking down the traditional status barriers between
management and production or support personnel.
achieving an atmosphere of open communication and trust
between management and the work -force.

Providing not only feedbar with regard to results
achieved, and recognition for superior results; but also
providing financial incentives such as cost-savings-sharing
,where feasible.

Seeking to select personnel who can be motivated, under
appropriate conditions,. to "give adamn" about striving
for excellence in task performance.

Evaluating and analyting outcomes, including any actual
or potential undesirable developments, then using such
informition for revised arrangements, working toward
continual improvement of the operating system. (mi. 11-12)
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Guest (1979) suggests that the following factors are important

for the success of QWL improvement efforts:

I. For quality of worklife to succeed, management must

be wholly competent in running the business as a profit-

making enterprise. When management lacks organlaattmal

competence and adequate technical expertise, no amounflf
good intentions to improve worker-union-management com-

munication will osucceed. Workers will not be willing to
become involved knowing management lacks the competence

to do anything about their ideas.

2. The union must be strong. The members must trust their

leadership, and this trust must exist within the framework of

a democratic "political" process.

3. In most instances, mligement has to be the first party

to initiate change, to "hol out the olive branch."

4.,1/4?tuality of worklife should never be used by either party

to c cumyent the labor-management agreement. The rights,

privilege , and obligations of both parties should remain

iriviolate. ing with grievances hnd disputes can be made

easier throu quality of worklife efforts, but at no time
should management give up its right to manage nor the union

its right to protect its members on matters related to wages,

hours, benefits, and general conditions of employment.

5. Top management and top union officials must make an

explicit commitmept to support quality of woitlife.

6. Even with agreement at high levels and a demonstrated

concern on the part of rank-and-file employees, it is essential

that middle management and front-line supervisors (and shop

stewards) not Only know what is taking place but also feel

they have a say in the change process. Supervisors naturally

feel threatened by any moves to give subordinates greater

pOwer in determining how work is to' be performed. Union

representatives can perceive unilateial work participation as a

threat to tbeir political position.

_r
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7. A quality of worklife program is unlikely to s cceed if
management's intention is to increase productivity speed-
ing up the individual worker's work ,pace or, if it ses the
program as such, to reduce the work force through layoffs.
Workers will quickly see such actions as unfair exploitation.
This is not to say that cbst savings from better quality per-
formance, lower absenteeism and turnover, and better
production methods should not be an expected co sequence
of the effort.

8. A program should be voluntary for the p rticipants.

9. Quality of worklife should not lr initiated with
detailed master plan. It should start on 4imited scale focu
on the solution of specific problems, wever small. It sho
be flexible.

10. At each step in developing a progfam, all small bottle-
necks or misunderstandings must be talked out and solveil on
the spot. If set aside simply to get on with the "important"
plans, the little misunderstandings can later explode with
enough force to destroy the entire program.

. 11. It is not enough to expose employees to the principles
of effective interpersonal communication aild problem-
solving skills. There must be immediate, opportunities
available for them to use these skills in practical ways right in

0 the job situation itself. Further follow-up action of somt kind
is necessary to serve as positive reinforcement to the
employees.

12. Quality of worklife efforts should not be thought of as
a "program" h'a finit g. There must be a built-in
momentum that is yna ongoing, and that can continue
regardless of chan the personnel in the organization.
Once employees comerto believe that they can participate and
do in fact become involved in solving problems; the process
gains a 'momentum of its own.

There is an implied warning here. Management day have
the formal power to drop quality of worklife efforts

k,
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summarily. Union officers may have the political power to
scuttle such efforts. Both would be acting at their peril for,
under quality of worklife, the workers will have gained a
unique power to influence substantially the quality of their
own lives at work. To them there is no-taming back. (p. 86)

Based oil a careful analysis of projects that were deemed

initially successful but did not diffuse to other units in the same
organization, Walton (1975) identifies 10 major factors associated

with the failure to spread: .

1. Regression in the pilot project
Walton notes several reasons why an initially successful

pcoject may deteriorate later on:

(a) internal inconsistencies in tlf original design;

(b) loss of support from levels of management above the

experimental unit;

(c) premature turnover of leaders, operatOrs, or con-
\ sultants directly associated with a project; -

(d) stress and crises that lead to more authoritarian
management, which in turn demoralizes the innova-
tive unit;

(e) tension in the innovative unit's relations with other
partiespeer units, staff groups, superiors, labor
unions;

(f) letdorn in participants' involvement after in
success with its atiendknt publicity;

(g) lack of diffusion to other parts of the orgailization,
which isolates the original experiment and its leaders.

2. Poor model for change
The pilot project may remain viable but be an inef-

Tective model for diffusion because it lacks visibil or
credibility.

3. Cortfusion over what is to be Offused
Higher ay do a poor job of formulating
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and communicating the diffusion policy, perhaps by stating
the innovations too abstractly, or too operationally.

4.- Inappropriateness of concepts employed
The innovative concepts may fail to be inspiring bu

the same tune realistic.

5. Deficient implementation
Arrangements may be inadequate in such areas as

training, consultation, and allocation of accountability for
the change effort. .
6. LUck of tolmanagemen mmi ent

There may not be a period sufficiently ,sustained
priority for the change effort to chieve diffusion.

,7. Urnion opposition .

Similarly, union Aupport may be inadeqUate lor any
significant diffusion.

8. Bureaucratic barriers
Diffusion efforts may be frustrated by vested interests

and existing organizational routines that limit local
autonomy.

m
AThreatened

obsolescen
restructured work situation requires new roles and neW

skills, and makes others obsolete. Often, for example, first-
line supervision may perceive this need-for change as a serious
threat.

10. Self-limiting dynamics
. In companies that employed the most comprehensive
diffusion strategies the pilot projects tended to be
self-limiting for a variety of reaso s, such as resentment
by others of the special attention corded the experimental
unit, and consequent reslstth adoption. (pp. 12-18)

Walton also ieviewed the literature on diffusion and distilled
several attributes of innovations that influence adoption rate:

Relative advantage (Cost-benefit comparison with existing
or alternative modes)
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Communicability (Ease with which the changes can be

explained and their effects distinguished from other

influences)

Compatability (Congruence with existing norms, values,

and structures)

Pervasiveness (Number of aspects of the system affected by

tilt innovation)
Reversiliility (Ease with which an innovation can be

reversed without serious consequences)

Number of gatekeepers (Number of approval channels that

must be satisfied before an innovation can be adopted) (pp.

20-21)

Walton examines.the projdcts that he studi d in terms of these

attributes and concludes:

One important reason, for the unfmpressive rate of

diffusion in the eight companies studied is that, especially in

their more comprehensive form, these innovations have many

attributes that mak`e their diffusion inherently slow. Even if

they offer relaiive advantages over existing work structures,

their charader aid results are hot highly communicable; they

are not congruent with existing norms and values; their
potential effect in a given work situation is pervasive rather

than fractional; they are not readily reversed without
incurring social costs; and tcr many affected parties serve as

gatekeepers for the effective implementation of the innova-

tions. (p. 21)

Finally, regarding barriers to diffusion,- he concludes:

Two problem areas deal with organizational dilemmas

generated by the nature of the innovations. Worls restructur-

ing requires an increase in local autonomy, thereby threaten-

ing the power,of central staff groups and some managers. It

also threatens to make some roles obsolete dr tO eliminate the

positions of some staff specialists and first-line supervisors.
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problems are not easily resolved and require
imaginative solutionssolutions not yet Obvious to me.

Last, perhaps the most interesting type of barrier to
diffusion is the self-limiting dynamtcs of pilot projects.
Ironically, several,toft these are unexpected consequences of
the tuccess of the project The greater the attention given
pilot units, the more likely are managers of peer units to be
"turned off" by the, exainple. The more successful the
pionee the less fa able are the payoffs and the greater the
risks for hose who follow. The more esprit de corps and
sense of 6b4ng special that develops in the unit, tho less
generalizable appears to others.

Some of the, iMplications of our analysis of these and
other.,self-limiting te1idcincIes are apparent once the dynamics
are understood: There is dvantage in (1) introducing a
number elf projects at the sal tIme in the same firm.
(2) avoiding overexposure and glorification of Panic ar
change efforts, and (3) having, the innovative progra
identified with top management at the initial project stag

As the examples of work restructuring in the larger society
become more numerous, hbwever, the self-Iiihiting tenden-

.,
cies should pose less of a problem. (p. 21)

oils

What, then, would appear to be the prognosis for the growth
and diffuiion of joint QWL improvement efforts? At one
extreme, Levitan and Johnston (1973) argue that the possibilities
for humanizing work are very limited cjne to social demantls for
continuing certain intrinsically unpleasant tasks and also due to
the difficult or unpleasant requirements of certain technologies.

Ha an (1978) arrives at -a very pessimistic prognosis for the
spr /d of QWL iniprovement efforts in the 1980s. He argues that
we I ave reached the "fork in the road" between two alternative
app hes' to managing human resources--"Route One", (a
QWL appyo ,. and "Route Two" (a traditional, hierarchical
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approach)and in fact are even now "moving with some vigor"
down Route Two. He concludes, moreover, that that direction is
unlikely to change in the years to come, for severa; reasons: .

We know how to operate with Route Two rules, but Route
One theory and practice are still primitive.

Route One solutions require major changes in how organi-
.zations are designed and managed, while Route Two
solutions fit nicely, with traditional practice.

Route One d ads heavily on behavioral science

knowledge a guts, whereas Route' Two depends

more on " ngineering technology and traditional
economic me. s of organizational efficiencyliformidable
competition.

Route One may impoverish shie managerial jobs, at least

temporarily, in favor of enriched rank-and-file jobs,
whereas Route Two solutions enrich managerial jobsand
managers make the decisions about how organizations are
to be run.

There are few instances in which even a highly successful

program has spwad throughout the larger organization in

which it was devElopedlet alone from one.organization to

*. anothet---Awith the same success. (pp. 15-16)

Finally, arguing that Route Two is much more consistent with
the behavioral styles and values 'of managers. (as well as

employees), he concludes:'

. . . The-whole idea flies in the face of beliefs and values
about peopl; and organizations that have become very, well
learned and well accepted by managers of traditional
br.ganizatiOns. Among those beliefs are that organizations are
supposed to be run from the top down, not from the bottom
'0; that many employees have neither the competence nor.the
commitment to .take.real responsibility for carrying out the
work of the organization on their own; that organdational
effectiveness should be measured primarily, if \ not exclu-

. sively,;in terms of the economic efficiency of the itterprise;

" t, 69
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and that more management control of employee behavior is
better management. (p. 16)

Hackman and juttle (1977) acknowledge the possibility that
additional research may enable us to create the conditions
necessary for Route One innovations to catch on and spread, but
are hot optimistic:

The value of this general approach now is being tested in
various experiments being carried out across the country (see
Chapter 7), and further support for this type of activity may
be forthcoming from federal and state legislation. It is clear,
however, that a full test of the value of the approach will
require an investment of societal resources many times
greater than presently is the case, and will involve commit-
ment and coklaboration among segments of society that
presently find themselves more often hi a conflictful relation-
ship than not.

Even if the resources for a large-scale and coordinated
attack on quality of worklife issues should become available,
there is no assurance that the outcOmes of that venture would
pe commensurate with the resources expended. Although it is
likely that significant learninsgs about organizations and
about change would emerge from such an undertaking, it is
much less clear that real improvements in the quality of
worklife would be realized. Can planned change, beginning
deep within functioning organizations and working upward
.and outward, counter ,the p werful influences that operate
from the top.down, and frqm he outside in? Or is it true that
even our best efforts in desi ing and carrying o t planned
change'can never accomplish basic alterations in how organi-
zations function? Perhaps, for funaamental change, the
focus must be at the very roots of the economic system of
society, or in the political syitem, or in the fast-flowing river
of technological development that seems, at times, to defy
control by any organized segment of society.

The answqrs to such questions cannot be known at present,
because as yet we have not marshaled even modest resources
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to probe thelimits of what planned behavioral science change
can achieve in organizations. What does seem clear is that
without further experimentation, on a broad scale and with
cooperation among the many parties to the quality of
worklife phenomenon, we are unlikely to find out. (pp.
457-458)

Walton's forecist, too is essentially discouraging, with a muted
note of optimism:

In conclusion., I expect relatively little diffusion of poten-
tially significant restructuring in the workplaceover the
short run. Hopefully the long run may tell a different story.
(1975, p.. 21)

A number of .observerse.g., see Batt and Weinberg (1978),
Glaser (1976), Glaser and Greenberg (1979), Schrank (1978), and
otherssuggest that diffusion will be slow, and that many of the
projects will not spread beyond local situations, and frequently
will themselves peter out eventually.

Rosow (1979) notes some of the Obstacles to diffusion:

Managerial Philosophy generally considers worker partici-
pation of limited value at any level in the organization. The
predominant belief is that the costs outweigh the benefits.

Because the art of participative management is new, top
executives lack experience and know-how in dealing with it.

The ..concept is viewed, by executives, managers, and
supervisors as a threat in terms.of conventional power and
authority. The problems of managing an increased conflict
of' ideas and sharing power are frightening to many.

Impatience CO achieve short-term economic gains while
dealing with a sensitive newrirocess that requires long-term
commitments forecasts at best an uneven pathway to
meaningful results.

Onions art.e suspidous of the process and fear that it will
weaken the adversary relationship, complicate the current
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problem of collective bargaining, and impose new
problet for their memberships.

There is a shortage of talented third parties who can
engender the necessary trust and bring the required know-
how -to introduce and maintain a participative style of
ikvorking.

Broad-based participation threatens the framework of
conventional, hierarchical organizations and is seen as
topsy-turvy management, which may substitute consensul
decision making for one-man rule. (pp. 177-178)

In relation lo the latter point, Schrank (1978) observes:

As I look around at the experiments in work reorganiza-
tion, even in cases where they are considered quite successful
they have not been replicated within the company or by other
companies. Within major corporations, with the excepti
Volvo, experiments in workplace redesign have not been
expanded. I believe there is- a strong resistance to changing
the structure of the work organization if the change implies
any shift in the nature of control..In our enthusiasm for a
more humanistic way to run a plant br an office, we tend to
forget that in the first instance the purpose of hierarchy is
control. Any shift in the nature of control, whether real or
imaginary, is conceived of as a threat by those who might los
some authority. (p. 222)

.With respect to the prognosis for serious participation by
American labor unions in the QWL movement, considerat n
needs to be given to satisfying certain union concerns.. In th4stu
by Glaser and Greenberg (1979), the union officials intervie
expressed relatively.good consensus with regard to the ionditlons
that they felt should be met if unions are to cooperaie in QWL
intprovement efforts.

Trust is needed in management's motives.

The program must be voluntary for the local and its
members, and should be locally conceived and admin-
istered.
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The union must be a full partner.

The international union must agree to the program, and

approve any contract changes.

Employees and union should be invited to participate in'
planniQg the program.

The contract must be maintained, and any changes need to

be negotiated as collective bargaining issues.

The bargaining parties should implement the QWL roles.

The program must offer bona fide benefit to the workers.

There must be no layoffs or loss of compensation resulting

from the program.

There should be an escape clause for both parties.

A number of respondents felt that QWL programs should
include cost-savings-sharing agreements. Some, however,
believed that pat formulas are not very realistic, and that
"each circumstance should give _rise to its own mutually
acceptable and jointly-worked-out solution." (p. 1-16)

Even under these conditions, progress will likely be slow.
Kassa low (1977) contends:

The humanization movement will probably not make

significant progress in most major indnstries in the United
States until unions are more genuinely accepted by
'employers, especially in the private sector. The kind of
consensus atmosphere in which work humanization efforts-
flourish is often lacking in this country. At present,
continued experiments in.individual companies and in the
public sector are more 'realistic goals. (p. 13)

A number of practitioners and students of QWL are more
optimistic regarding the prognosis for its viability and spread.
Some of these viewpoints follow.

Davis and Sullivan (1979) report on the successful ecillaboration
between Shell Canada, Ltd. and the Oil, Chemical and Atomic
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Workers Inteknational Union in the technical and organizational
design of a complex new 'chemical plant, and on the
labor-Management contract that -was bargained in light of an
organization a1 job design that represented ap 'alternative to the
traditional bureaucycy. In commenting on that experience and its
outcomes, they conclude:

The design pukess and the resulting organization design as
well as the collective agreement for this nonbureaucratic
chemical plant indicate that there is another path available
better suited to the postindustrial era. This path is marked by
a cooperative process and by thebbjective of 4 MO quality of
working life for all members of the organization. Once again
we see a demonstration of the powerful outcomes ,of
substantive collaboration as compared with confrontation in
union-management relations. It may be that only by such
collaboration will the quality of working life be truly pro-
vided Mr the members of organizations. (pp. 18-19)

On Qcf6ber 20-21, 1976 in New York City, the Work in
Amerf,ca Institute 'mid the National Center for Productivity and
Quality of Working Life cosponsored a conference to examine
some of the. new forms of union-management participation and
cooperation in the workplace. The summary of the conference
(Loftus and Walfish, l977)-states, in part:

The climate in American economic life today is
increasingly favorable to programs of union-management
cooperation that go beyond the labor contract, but do not
violate its principles. Current trends include a fiigh rate of
unemployment and labor costs that constitute a substantial
portion of the costi of production. Taken together, these
trends provide new motivation for labor and management to
cooperate in raising the level of production in order to
decrease labor costs and increase job-security. A further spur
to union-management .cooperation is the recognition that
productivity can be further enhaneed by improving the
qualitx of worklife, thomby reducing the number of strikes
and grievances and imp7Oving on-the-job performance.

t: 74
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Unions and management are also beginning to see coopera-

tion as a means of achieving an environment in which human
development is stressed as much as productive efficiency. In
such programs, workers are treated as copartners -in the
decision-making process, and they, in turn, respond with a
growing sense of self-esteem and pride in their work .

In practical terms, joint programs" have been successfully
undertaken to cope with alcoholism, drug addiction, and
family problems; to orient new employees; to assist, workers

who are planning retirement; and to establish joint healtkand
safety committees. Even in an area historically reserved to
managementthe discipline of employeesthere has been
some movement toward cooperation. In terms of the tuture,
such problems as the movement. of work and workers, the
subcotitracting of work, production scheduling, the handling
of overtime, and the introduction of technological innovation
lend themselves to solution through union-management
cooperation.

Other problems, such as wages, fringe benefits, and job
security, however, are still more appropriately settled by
confrontation collective bargaining. Although labor and
management remain adversaries in these areas, this does not
preclude, their forming a cooperative relationship whele this
is to their mutual advantage.

Program's for labor-management cooperation can be

utilized in dealing with the day-to-day operations of a single
plant; in making structural changes -within a company or
industry; or in planning for the econoMic development of an
entire region. (p. I)

As we try to "put it all together" and look ahead a bit, Rosow'ai
forecast seems relevantz--talbeit on the optimistic side, relatixe to

an appreciable number of other prognosticators who tend to view

the future with mUch more misgiving:

The 1980s promise excitement, challenge, and increased
complexity in managing people. The twin goals of produc-

%IL
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tivity and an enhanced quality of working life are at-
tainablebut only for those managers who make the effort.

An accommodation between the organization's goals and
the etnployee's expectations will be more difficult. People
will bring a more complex and varied set of needs to the
workplace. The workplace itself will impose technological
and inforniation demands upon its internal human resources.
The aping of the population, the growing role of women, the
increased pressures for equidity of opportunity, and the rising
personal expectations for decent, satisfying, and challenging
jobs will all demand an effective response.

Management, labor, and government will each place
greater demands upon the workplace and these will not
always b! harmonious. Thus, those who are most imagina-
tive and. innovative stand to gain, the most in the new
environment, while those whcf resist change at every turn are
more likely to suffer problems and sdisappointments.

We have good cause to be optimistic. the nation is rich in
its supply of haman talent. . . . And our work instittitions,
which have contributed so much to the advancement of the
national welfare, will continue to be a source of productive
achievement. In the decade ahead, cote of the nation's
greatest challenges will be to advance the _quality of working
life, while at the same time nurturing a healthy, work ethic
and using human resources productively. (1979, pp. '186-187)
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5
POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Background Review

In the preceding chapters, the attempt has been to: (1) describe
Ike philosophy, objectives, process and structure of QWL
improvement efforts, and to comment on the demand for QWL
improvement as well as the efficacy of such programs;
(2) summarize the viewpoints of the union conferees on a number
of significant issues relaled to union-management coZsperation in
such efforts; (3) provide some added perspectively presenting the
views of a small set of (ten) management people on issues
identified by the union leaders; and (4) analyze some of the iiajor
concerns with reference both to- the union and management
viewpoints, and to the general body of QWL literature.

This concluding chapter will, briefly review a number of the
Ontral points that were presented in the preceding chapters, and
dilize that as background to develop a set of policy implications.

One of the points discussed at some length was the need or
demand for quality of worklife improvement efforts. Here we
noied the extensive observations that have- been made by many
peopleincluding Bluestone (1978), Harman (1979), Institute for
Social Research (1979), Katzell (1979), O'Toole (1978), Rosow
(1978), Work in America Instiiute (1972, 1979), Yankelovich
(1979) and otherswith regard to forces or factors that bear on
the need for QWL improvement. Those factors include the

67
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changing composition of the work force, accompanied by their

altered attitudes toward work; increasing expectations of

employees for a larger voice in decisions affecting their worklives;

a societal ineentive system. that overvalues economic rewards and
undervalues quality of life motivations; underutilization of the

capabilities and potentialities of many members of the work forcc;

declining job satisfaction; lowpr performance levels; excessive
absenteeism and turnover; and declining productivity.

Evidence was reviewed from the QWL literature, as well as from

testimonials by the union conferees and the management
respondents, regarding the effectiveness and payoff of mahy
QWL improvement effortsgiven certain favorable conditions.
Such reported outcomes were noted as enhanced employee
satisfaction and fulfillment, increased mutual trust, improved
employee-supervisor relationships, reduced stress and improved

health, reduced counter-productive attitudes and behaviors,
increased job security, reduced grievances, better utilization of
human resources, a deeper sense of worker responsibility, reduced

labor-management conflict, increased productivity, bolstered

strength of unions in given settings, and a strengthened position of
companies in competitive markets.

At the same time;there was acknowledgment of the disturbing
observation by the union conferees, management respondents,.
and in the literature, that many QWL programs are unsuccessful
in the sense that they fail to meet their objectives, decline after a

period of success, fail to spread, or are terminated altogether...7k

great many factors or conditions were suggested as being

associated with such failuresincluding inadequate planning,

unilateral imposition of programs, insufficient training, poor
communication, inappropriate motives, inequity in incentives,
inadequate top level support, fear of erosion of power, failure to

ihtegrate the program or process into the mainstream of the
organization, and others. In brief, we suggested that the efficacy

and viability of a QWL improvement effort appears to depend

heavily upon the conditions under which it is planned,

implemented, nurtured, reviewed and modified to adapt to
changing circumstances.
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ln addition to the lengthy array of factors that were cited by the
funion conferees and management respondents in the context of
analyzing failures (as well as enumerations of conditions
associated with success or failure that appear in the QW1,
literature), a number of problem areas were higjalighted in other
contexts that, if unresolved, may ,he expected to have significant
impact not only on the viability of individual QWI programs, but
on the prognosis for the QW1._ movement as a whole. One such
problem area is the very mixed acceptance of (he concept of joint
union-management QWL programs on the part of labor leaders as
evident, for example, in personal interviews, with senior union
officials (Glaser and Greenberg, 1979), 140 reflected also to some
degree in the attitudes of union officials who participated in the
March 1979 conference, as well as sonic management people.
(Perhaps a favorable sign is the fact that in the study just cited
there was varied understanding of and 'experience with QWL
among the union officials, and there was a strong tendency fOr
acceptance to vary with experiencewhich alw appeared to bethe
case among the union conferees at the March 1979 meeting.)

.

We noted anaher problem area in connection with our
discussion of the objectives of.QWL programs as proposed by the
conferees. In .that context, we commented on the seemingly
pervasive tendency of many of them to be sufficiently wary of
management (again, a bilateral pkocess), that they felt, a need to
preserve an adversarial orientatiOn even in' the context of talking
about developing "cooperative" programs, ahd tdseemingly be
unwilling to consider QWL program objectives that wOuld serve
the interests orIieeas of all stakeholders (also noted by many of
the management respondents).

r As one additional example of problem areas, we might cite the
complex issue of what constitutes an appropriate relationship
between a QWL effort and-collective bargaining. Not onlY is this a
highly controversial issue, which yielded a spectrum of viewpoints
at the conference, but it is one that appeared to permeate'virtually
all of the other issues. Furthermore, there are some thoughtful
people who'believe that cooperative QWL efforts and adversarial
bargaining are fundamentally incompatible. On the other hand,

7,9
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clearly, there are those who do not believe that to be the case, and
who can cite actual program experience (e.g., the Newspaper
Guild of the Twin Cities) in which there: was real change in the
dynamics of the authority structure in the workplace such that it
was possible for a labor-managemept partnership and an
adversarial bargaining relationship to coexist quite successfully.

In sum, the need for bona fide:joint union-management ()WI,
improvement efforts would appear to be substantial and the
potettial payoff great, but the path apparently has as many
obstacles as it does rewards. Consequently, without thoughtful
and participative involvement of the various stakeholder groups in
planning, and concerted implementation efforts coupled with
needed structures to support sustained implementation, the

prognosis ,for substantial growth and di ision of such joint
efforts would have to be considered as gu ded.

lick

With this brief review as background, the remainder,of this
chapter will be concerned with Outlining some recommendations
derived from the state of affairs that has been summarized.

National Commitment

There appears to be a need for the establishmentor at any rate
redefinitionof national public policy in the area of worklife
improvement, including commitment at the highest levels of
government, industry, and labor to the desirability of affording
bona fide opportunities for employee participation in the problem
solving and decision making that directly affect their jobs. To be
optimally productive, this commitment needs to entail appropriate
policy, planning, resOurces, accountability, and mechanisms to
institutionalize the process of QWL improvement.

Government Role

In order for the above recommendation to be most meaningful,
we see a need for the federal government to play a more active role
in the QWL improVement movement, as it has in mapy other
issues related to the workplacefrom the right to organize and
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bargain collectively, to occupational health and sat. , to equal
employment opportunity. "The need and the opp rtunity are
present for the federal government to participate in forging a
coherent labor/management/publie interest program that can
reflect the best thinking of the respective parties rather thaft find
itself in the position later on of seeking to impose piecemeal
solutions that will mobilize resistance and evasion.

There are a number of options or choices open for constructive
government initiatives, which are not mutually exclusive but
rather could be interrelated segments of an integrated "system"
effort. For example:

Option #1. Public debate and national cortference on QWI.
The federal goyernment, e.g., .the Departments of Labor and

Commerce, might appropriately stimulate the kind of public
debate referred to by Davis (1979):

What is needed for the U.S. is vKhat Sweden went
through for some three years--namely, a public debate
abbut life in the workplace, about democracy in society
and in the place of employment. The outcome of this
debate was broad public consensus on which policies and
actions bouki be developed and supported.

Our research yields evidence Of interest and readiness on the
part of many companies and unions to explore avenues and
conditions for labor-management cooperation in QWL im-
provement. We-therefore believe that a major natiorial dialogue
on this subjec would be very timely. It might take the form of
i- White . House. conference or some equivalent thereof
sponsored by the Departments of Commerce and- Labor, .

Nat1onal.Associ0On of, Manufacturers, Federal Mediation and
COnciliation .Strykce, and AFL-CIO (plus major unaffiliated
unions such 'as UAW). A such a conference, to which
individuals, groups and organ tions/centers/institutes having
significant knowledge about Q improvement efforts would
be ,invited, and perhaps through the work of ad hoe task
committees following an initial meeting, issues related to joint
union-management QWL efforts can be explored in.depth. One
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probable result would be an agreed-upon -means for facilitating

such efforts under conditions that are likely to yield desirable

results for all stakeholders.

As one illustration of a particularly controveriial issue that

might be addressed in this fashion, there is need for public

debate as to whether or not a single agency or entity should be

designateçl to centralize and coordinate the presently confusing
melange of' dispag& government activitieelated to Oroduc-
tixity and quality of working life improvements. Such an agency

would 'need to be structured with sufficient clout and resources
, so that it could be tasked with a number of critical functions

relative to QWL irnprovement, including: representing the
government in tripartite joint business, . labor and government
deliberations such as outlined above; stimulating leOslation and
executive action that may be found helpful, not constraining;
conducting and supporting research and evaluation; synthesiz-

ing and promoting utilization of state-of-the-art knowledge;

and in general spearheading federal initiatives to facilitate (not
regulate) productivity and worklife improvement.

Option *2. Analysis of characteristics of effective companies
One way to assess the possible presence of common qualities

or modUs operandi 'of organizations th a! have a' long-sustained

objective record of relative superiority in economic performance
together with high morale and job satisfaction on the part of
personnel involved -is to undertake what chemists. might call

41 qualitative and quantitative analysis. To illustrate, the Depart-
ment (of. . Commerce reently identified eleven large U.S.
companies that seemed to.meet the abOve performance criteria.

Top management representatives from those companies were
invited to come together' to -e,cploi similarities/differences in
their management princiPles and tional practices. Their
'qualiiative and quantitative analysis'F revealed a number of

-important commonalities which "ore agreed upon .by all
cbnferees. -Elsa Porter, AssistattCSecietarY, Department -of
Commerce,- then prepared the following Statement of

.Philosophy which emerged from two meetings of the selected

induStrial organizations.

en
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We believe that the economic vitality and competitive-
,ness^ of our firms arc being sustained and improved by the
comintment of Iv managers to leadership principles and
practices which merit broader understanding and accep-

ntance.

The principles citrive from basic morality and Cominon
sense: respect for the dignity of workers; concern for their '
health, safety; ancli economic security; pride' in the
quality of our services or products; responsibility to our
shareholders to Protect and increase their investment.

7 The: practices attempt Co carry 'out these principles in
both ohl apd new ways. They vary in teehnique but they
have, in common, efforts to bring ont the best in people, to

'lievelop their skills, to . ncourage: their creativity; tb
involve-them in decisions that affect their work, and to give
them g stake intheorganization. The"reSIOt is cooPeration,
Mutuality, teamwork, and trust which in turn 3ield all of
us, managers and workers, increaied social and economic
benefits. These efforts re entfrely compatible with

1 traditipnal collective bargaining and can; in fact!. serve to
strengthen it. .

..t. ,

We believe that these effOrts speak directly to the
PreSidenes concerns about lagiing U.S. productivity And a
national "mdaise." We do not agree that Anyrican

: workers today are wanting in spirit,..talent, or energy:,Thoy
havedemOnstrated in our firms that They respond excee4--
ingle1l to leadership which trusts and respects,themInd.'
offers*them opportnnitieS to contribute'their talents,

,

We believe it is in the national. interest for government,
business, and labor 1faciers to study the. importance of this.
direction in managertal leadership on the-productivity and

------,--eempetitiveness-of- U.8. -firms and industrial sectors. We
-offer' sour experience as'a starting..point, recognizing at
some of 'us have'only begun .a ,;ransitional proFiss an

-

ha've mpch tip, learn:
.t

.7
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The major difference we perceive between the old and
new directions is the degree of mutuality in management's
relationships with workers, unions, consumers, and
government: We recognize that differences exist among ui,
However, we see it as our responsibility to manage conflict
as constructively as we can, by communicating more
effectively, by 'seeking. to identify mutual goals, and by
developing new mediating structures. Leadership today
requirerethical principles that guarantee a basis for trust.
We believe Stich efforts are needed not only at the level of
the firm, but at the national level as well, between business,
labor, and government,.

It'hope peeffort we propose would therefore have two
ou mes: (l) diffusion of knowledge about management
piactic, ',which, have proved to be -economically and
soci4 Os sitive at the level of the firm; and (2) a better
understanding of how activitieS involving business, 'govern-
ment, and labor can be improved.

,,,.

.

We strongly recommend that this analytic process be
continued, -and, that it be expanded to involve many other

,pcimpanies, including smaller ones. The value of such a process
Would also be enhanced by a comparative analysis of the

wir 'characteristics ot groulidof companies that vary rather widely in
terms-4 the degree to which they .meet the above criteria con-

-eerning econbmic performance, morale and jOb satisfaction,

With'appropriate dissetriination of t14 findings. derivefrpm
t , led' with technical assistance to organirations
that may desire he p in adapting the findings to their own. ,

situation, we believe that this ckerall strategy would support the
two key objectives identified in the last-paragraph of ttie above
statement of philosophy.

4 (

pption #3. Fedeial government as role Model
if As one componetlt of an o/erall Program to participate '.

actively in the QW,L movement, the federal gOvernment should

.0
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consider making an effort to serve as a role model tor the
private sector through an organized attempt to introduce QWL
improvement efforts in its. "own house." .1t might begin by
encouraging development of local initiatives involving the
several categories of local stakeholders in the various dcparit-
ments and agencies, and move toward a coordinated effort to
implement QWL programming throughout the federal estab-
lishment in a responsible and systematic manner, including a
meaningful fesearch and evaluation component.-

Option #4. Legislation
If there is to be increased goveriimental involvement in

sponsoring initiatives to improve the Vain), ,of workMg life in
the Anierican workplace, one of the potenithl vehicles may tle
legislative agenda. Clearly, there is ample precedent for certain
types of federal intervention in the workplace, as witness laws
and regulations .relating to such aieas as the minimum: Wage,
length of work week, unemployMent compensation, old-age
security, occupational safety and health, equal employment
opportunity, etc. The Wagner Labor Relations Act, designed to
guarantee workers the right to organize and tO bargain collec-

wasN passed in 1935. Analotous legislation, supporting
the right of employees to have voice in decisions on matters
related to their. work, "May be a logical extrapolation and the
time, almost half a century.later, may,be nearly ripe, or at leest
appropriate for Ikbate. Similarly, Many oilier oWectives, and
measwes may be suitable candidates for suchia legislative
progrinn, such as protection against tile perturbations caused hy
techhological change review-of disincentives to work, and
so 'on. ,

1Option #5. Local initiatives
Government efforts to promote QWL improvement need nOt

be limited to federal initiatiVe. Some cities, such as Jamestown,
New York (see Glaser, 19711), have 'demonstrated notewothy
succe$ in assuming a catalytic role toencoutive labor-manage-
ment cooperation for both QWL improVeaent and incremed
prbdictivity. In Jamestown, the Pewits included a renascence of
business activity, with major increase-in emfoloyment.

1

.
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Option #6. Incentives
As another oomponent of the recommended multithrust

initiative in QWI. improvement, the federal government might
well devote increased effort to the development of incentives to
stimulate: (a) the initiation of more QWI. programs in the
private sector (and more thought needs to be given with regard
to appropriate incentives in the eublic sector as well), along with
(b) more research addressed to improving the conceptual and
methodological base for such piograms. A range of 'incentive
strategies should be considered, such as tax advantages, cash
subsidies, technical asSistance, mobilizing evidence of the
apparent impact of QWI. improvement efforts on Organiza-
tional effectiveness, appeal to social coMlence, etc. Further,
in incentive program should be design at can have payoff
not only to management, stockholders, nd the public, but to
employees at all levels and to unions as well.

As one steRin th,is direction, the Lundine Bill, H.R. 8065, was
basstd by Congress in modified form in October 1978, as an
amendment to the CETA :legislation.' Termed the Labor-
Management Cooperation Act of 1978, it basic aim is to stim-
ulate jo;nt labor-managenient initiative in improving the
quality of.working life and oeganizational effectiveness. More
specifically, its.stated putposes are:' . - .;

_.

to improve communication between representatives of
labor and management;

, to provide workers and employers with opportunities to
study and explore new and :innovative 'joint approaches to
achieving organizational effectiveness;

to assist workers and. employeTs_in solvingRrob ns 0)
mutual concern not, susceptible to resolution wi hin the
collective bargaining profess;

to study and explore ways of eliniinating potential problems
, which reduce the coinpetitiveness and inhibit the economic
development .of the plant,,area or indtistry;.

J.
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to enhance the involvement of workers in making decisions
that affect their working Jives;

to expand' and improve waking relationships between
workers and managers; and

to encourage free collective bargaining by establishing
continuing mechanisms for conununication beiween em-
ployers and their employees through federal assistance to
the formation and operation of labor-management com-
mittees.

In support of the figt objective, the legislation requested
about 10 million dollars for fiscal year 1 9, a "such sums as
may be necessary thereafter.:' At this wri while these funds
were authorized, they were not'appropriated FY 79. Further,'

,opposition can be anticipated on three grounds: (1) Eligibility
for contracts or grants that may become available under this Act
is limited to situations where4the employees are unionized. Such
favored treatment of,, unionized situations with regard to
eligibility for financial support from public funds when most
workers in the United Slates do not belong to unions is likely to
arouse criticism. (2) Many people feel that if QWL improve-
ment efforts constitute lgood business" or mutual benefits for
companies, unions and employees, theY should undertake such
program& on their pliin initiative, without federal subsidy.
(3) Many would prefer not to see further government
"encroachment" in the workplace.

We believe the Labor-Management Cooperation Act of 1978
is, a potentially _significant step toward the provision, of
incentives for initiatives in.QWL improvement. For example,
whereas largp finns and strong unions with adequate resources-
may not need government incentives to undertake QWL.efforts
and many 'companies and unions arc disinclined tp inVite
government involvement in any case, for ,smaller companies
'such an incentive may be attractive. We would advocate ex-.
pandini eligibilitOmder The Act. to include all work ihuations
wire management and employees are interested in ex0eriment-
ihg with QWL imprOvement effoitst rather than restricting it to

f
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settings where thc employees are unionizedbut with'

safeguards to meet the understandable union concern that such
suppoo not be misused tol undermine unions or union organiz-
ing activities.

Labor-Management Dialogue

Since there are significant areas of agreement (and also
disagreement) about the purposes, conditions, and modus
operandi for union-management cooperation in QWL improve-
ment efforts among 1mion officials ),hems4lves, among corporate
top managers, and between union and management officials, we
see a need for more meetings such as the March 15-16 conference,
expanded to include -labor and management, and augmented as
appropriate by expert consultants. This kind)of forum, coupled
with others such as 14bor-managemeht commnittees, affords the

opportunity for mutual education, problem solving, and the
development of trust to take place in a nonadversarial

environment.

The major issues that surfaced in the March 15-16 conference

might well bec e the agenda items for an initial joift
labor-managethen onference on quality of worklife. Following is

a brief recapitulation these isspes:

Definition of QWL
What does QWL mean and what does it not mean?

QWL objectives--
What are appropriate objectives for joint QWL improvement
efforts?
How might both humanistic and organizational effectiveness
goals become-legitimate objectives of joint QWL efforts in the

eyes of all partici?
Should improvements in productivity/cost savftigs achieved

10Through joint QWL, efforts:be shared,_ and if so, hdw?

QWL structures
What are the most practicable ways of pading for partici-

pation by workers in matters that affect the quality of their
worklives?

88
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Are there important guidelines that akiplvv. to the composition
of union-management QWL committees? For example,
should the membership be the same as the negotiating som-
mittee?
What are the appropriate roles and attributes of third parties'?

Union and management roles in QWL efforts
How Should union and corporate leadership at various levels
be involved in joint QM. efforts?

Public policy implkations
What are the implications of the QWI movement for public
poricy?
Should unions and co rporations push for federal subsidies to
support joint QWL efforts, such as authorized by Congress
under the Labor-Management Cooperation Act of 1978?

Scope of a QW1, effort
What kinds of matters should be included in/excluded from
joint QAT efforts?

Payoff of QWL
What are the potential payoff; of joint QWL effortsto
workers, unions, management, stockholders, the nation?
How might these payoffs be

QWL in relation to union organizing
To what extent, and now effectively, are QWL programs
being used by management to block union brganizing and by
unions to facilitate organizing?

Analysis of QWL failures and successes
What are the major factors that seem to, have contributed to
the failure of some QWL efforts td flourish and to fpread?

' Conversely, what conditions appear to be associated with the
success/viability/diffusithi. 9f other QINIL improvediFtt
efforts?
What are the significant risks or threats to unions, manage-.
ment, or workers in undertaking QWL improvement effts?
What safegrrds-may be required?

6'9
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Relationship between QWL and collective bargaining

What appear to be the most viable relationships between
QWL and collective bargaining? For example, should the

collective bargaining process and agreement be used to
achieve QWL objectives or shotffd an alternative vehicle be

used?
Are collective bargaining (implying an adversary relationship)
and QWL (implying a cooperative relationship) compatible?

nion and management initiatives
hat initiatives should unions and managements be .under-

akingsingly or jointlyin relation to the QWL movement?

earch and evaluation
Wh t research and evaluation thrusts might significantly
enhance the effectiveness and spread of QWL improvement

efforts?

As suggested above, this kind of dialogue might be facilitated by

the equivalent of a White House conference of management,

labor, government, and representatives of the public to work

together to propose ways in which legitimate QWL improvement

efforts might constructively be furthered. In an "all win, nobody

loses" framework, such a conference (or conferences) also might

profitably explore differences and similarities between the gb

gownment and private sectors regarding development and
impiEmentation of QWL programs.

Education

It seems clear from observation, is well as from the literature,

that to many managers the QWL style of management does not

"come naturally." As previously noted, Hackman (1978) for

example, points put the intrinsic resistance to this mode of
operation, contending that "the whole idea flies in the face of

beliefs and valuesikabout people and organizations that have

become very, well learned, and, well accepted by managers of

traditional organizations." (p. 16)

9 0
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Many corporate and union managers will need help to develop
the viewpoints and skills to enable them to adapt to the changing
values and expectations of the work force, to manage in a
participatory style, and to work cooperatively with each other on
matters of joint interest that do not violate the collective
bargaining contract. More comprehensive and integrated pro-
gramming should be developed in universities (e.g., business and
management schools, industrial relations institutes) in the
principles and techniques of QWL improvement in general and
cooperative problem solving and decision making in particular. To
meet these objectives undoubtedly will require tighter coupling
between the campus and the workplace, including more emphas4
on continuing education program offerings for both business and
union executives, as well as complementary programs combining
academic research-supportedin formation and case presentations,
and on-site management training fox future managers-in all kinds
of organizations.

As noted by the conferees, there is also a need for unions to
increase their internal convetence to participate in QWL
improvement efforts on a coequal basis with management. This in
turn implies a need for more orientation and training in QWL
concepts and techniques at all levels within the union structure,
greater sharing of information and experience by unionists who
have been involved in QWL programs (such as the Newspaper
Guild of the Twin Cities, UAW/GM-Tarrytown, UAW/Harman
International-Borivat, and others), along with efforts to take the
initiative in stimulating and developing joint QWl., improvement
programs.

Research

It is essential that a more extensive and more coherent program
- of research and technology assessment be undertaken-0*Mbps
jointly sponsored by the Department bf Labor and Commerce)

- relevant to quality'of working life improvement. One objective of
such a program should be ttf analyze and distill current "best
practice" into a state-of-the-art monograph on QWL.1 A
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prograinmatic research effort sbould also provide for systematic,
longftudinal assessment of a reasonably broad spectrum of QWL

igfprovement efforts, including evaluation of alternative QWL
4nodels. Assessment should include: baseline status, direct and

/ indirect impacts on organizational efkctiveness and on people,

and factors (e.g., product, technology, organizational structure,
personnel profile, management climate, incentives, and worklife

changes) asyciated with QWL program effectiveness, viability,

and diffusion.

Concluding Comment

In brief, then, it seems clear that the prognosis for t_lis_secrWth

and diffusion of effective and viable joint unio Managemeig
QWL improvement efforts would be substantia enhanced by the

kind of comprehensive action program outlined above, including
such measures as the development of national public Rolicy in the

area of worklife improvement, a more sharpl .focused

government role (with respect to fostering public debate, offering
incentives, serving as role model, etc.), increased labor-manage-
ment dialokue, a more . active role for universities, and a more
intensive research effort. ,

4 9 2
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